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Speech Teams
Cop Honors
At Tournament

Our 100th Year

Li

PLACE IN TOURNEY —The Calloway County High School
speech team (top
photo) and the Murray High School speech team (bottom
photo) placed first
and second, respectively, in the Union County High School Speech
Tournament
last weekend. The Lakers totalled 166 points and the Tigers
scored 151. Trigg
County placed third with 107. Pictured for Calloway are
(from left, front row)
Lesa Jones, Sandy Jeffrey, Jenise Boyd, Marcia Cunning
ham, Christi Hale,
John Mark Roberts and Coach Larry England. (Middle
row) Ben Brumley,
Earl Brown, Kim Weatherford, Lanessa Jones, Trisha Clark
and Dale Finney.
(Rack roj Chris Taylor, Terry Bourland, Meleah Paschall
, Danny Lamb and
Mickey Hutson. Pictured for Murray are (from left, front row)
Sue Nall, Nancy
Kiesow,Sharon Whaley, Sandra Whaley, Lisa Russell
and Natalie Simpson.
(Back row ) David Honchul, Lewis Bossing, Mary Morris,
Matt Burke, Ben
Moore, Kellie Overbey, Kimberly Owens, Carol Sears and
Coach Mark Etherton.
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cloudy with
rain
Cloudy with rain likely tonight,
ending Tuesday. Lows tonight in
the upper 30s. Highs Tuesday in
the low to mid 40s. Winds light
southerly. Precipitation chances
60 percent tonight and Tuesday.
Ky Extended Forecast
A chance of rain or snow
flurries is expected Wednesday
through Friday. Highs Wednesday in the 30s and 40s, in the
20s and 30s Thursday and in the
30s and 40s on Friday. Lows will
be in the 20s to upper 30s Wednesday, in the teens to low 203
Thursday and in the teens to mid
20s on Friday.

Calloway County District Judge Sid
Easley overruled this morning the
claims of William B. Cappock and
Clark Hicks, officers of Calloway
Manufacturing Co., that they were
acting in a corporate capacity, not as
individuals, and set trial for the two on
120 counts of failure to. pay their em- ployees.
The two men are charged with a
violation of Kentucky Revised Statues
137.020, which carries a penalty upon
conviction of a fine ranging from $25 to
$100 on each count. The jury trial was
set for 9 a.m. Friday, March 7, in
Calloway County District Court.
Richard Lewis, attorney for Cappock,
who is the firm's secretary-treasurer,
argued that Cappock and Hicks were
only two of 15 shareholders of the
corporation. Lewis said the two men
were only managers of the corporation
and that the wages paid to the employees were paid on behalf of the
aorporation. Also speaking for the
defense was Stephen Sanders, attorney
fur Hicks, the firm's president.
Calloway County Attorney Max
Parker noted KRS 337.010D, which
gates that an —employer' is any
person, either individual, corporation,
partnership, agency, or firm who
employs an employee and includes any
person, either individual, corporation,
partnership, agency or firm acting
directly or indirectly in the interest of
an employer in relation to an employee."
Parker contended that Cappock and

Girl Scouts To
Begin Cookie Sale

Carter Expects Committee
To Go Along With U.S. Boycott
- By GEORGE GEDDA
Assollated Press Writer
VA51-11M13.."1,
Carter says he expects the U.S.
Olympic Committee will go along with
his call for an American boycott of the
Summer Olympics in Moscow if the
Soviet Union has not withdrawn its
troops from Afghanistan by Feb. 20.
Carter has no legal authority to
dictate a boycott and the U.S. committee will meet next weekend in
Colorado Springs, Colo., to consider the
president's request.
Carter outlined his proposal Sunday
on NBC's "Meet the Press." Asked
afterward if he thought the U.S.
committee would abide by his request,
he said, "I think so."
Carter, intensifying his attempts to
punish the Soviet Union for its intervention in Afghanistan, called on the

Girl Scouts of the Kentuckiana Girl
Scout Council, Bear Creek Service
Center, will soon be conducting their
annual cookie sale.
Advance orders will be taken Jan. 25
through Feb. 10, with delivery of
cookies set for March 14-23. Seven
varieties of cookies are being offered,
with the price remaining at $1.25 a box.
Rosemary Cavatta of the Ken. tuckiana Council emphasized at a
recent cookie sale training session that
the decision to keep the price of the
cookies at $1.25 a box would necessitate
an increase in total sales.to cover the
higher cost of the cookies to the council.
Since all the cookies are made with
100 percent vegetable shortening and no
preservatives, they freeze well and
maintain their freshness, according to
Ma. Cavatta,
Mrs. Jack Johnson, cookie coordinator, said the funds raised by the
sale are used to give Girl Scouts an
opportunity to earn money for their
troop activities, to help girls participate
in special Girl Scout opportunities, to
give direct services to girls and to
purchase equipment and property in
their behalf.

International Olympic Committee to
boycott would take us out of that."
boycott the Moscow games or transfer
Douglas F. Roby of Ypsilanti, Mich.,
them to another site if P---aict tmopo are
t
sa"C aad a U.3:
still in Afghanistan a month from now.
representative on the international
Presidential Counsel Lloyd Cutler
committee, told The Washington Post
said he anticipates that Canada, Great
in reaction to the president's call: "
Britain and West Germany will support - 'That's it.' If the
Soviets aren't out of
Carter's position.
there in 30 days, we probably won't go.
Under- Carter's proposal, the
...We certainly have to obey the comAmerican boycott would take effect if
mand of our government and our
the IOC ignores the president's appeal
president, I feel. I'm sure the Interfor a global boycott, as seems highly
national Olympic Committee would not
likely'.
accept moving the Games at this late
The IOC will meet in Lake Placid,
date, or postponing them."
N.Y., in mid-February, just before the
After the president announced his
Winter Olympics begin in that city.
proposal, Moscow Radio called CarFor now, however, the focus is on the
ter's proposal "futile" and accused him
U.S. Olympic Committee, which will
of trying to revive the Cold War.
attempt to poll some 10,000 prospective
Carter's television appearance was
American Olympic athletes to help the
dominated by questions about the
The second committee meeting of the
86 voting members of the USOC's
impact of the Afghanistan situation. He
Transportation Advisory Committee
executive board decide on Carter's
said many responaible Iranian officials
will be held at 7 p.m. Wednesday, Jan.
proposal.
now see the Soviet action in a neigh23., at City Hall.
USOC President Robert Kane said he
boring country as a "major threat
to
According to city planner Steve Zea,
was pleased that Carter made his
Iran's security."
discussion will center on data received
appeal to the IOC rather than calling
As a result, Carter predicted those
from the , Department of Tranfor a unilateral American boycott.
officials will propose "additional
sportation, as well as overall tran"We don't want to abdicate our
measures" to secure the release of the
sportation improvements in the
position in the IOC," Kane said. "To
50 American hostages in Tehran.
community.

Transportation Group
Scheduled To Meet
Wednesday Night

Hearing Is Set For Wednesday
On MSU Student Refund Case
A hearing is set Wednesday in
Calloway County District Court to
determine whether a Murray State
University student is due a $38.22
refund from the university because a
change in the school calendar deprived
him of three days of study.
A complaint filed by Larry Pyla,
Murray, and his wife, Carolyn, will be
heard before District Judge Sid Easley
at 1030 a.m. Wednesday in the Small
Claims division, Pyla's complaint
claims that he is owed $38.22 plus court
costs of $15.50 to compensate him for
the portion of his tuition which covered
• the three days omitted from the
scheduled fall semester of 73 days.
Dr. Richard Butwell, MSU's vice
president for academic programs, was
served with a subpoena for the hearing.
Butwell announced in late November
that the university was eliminating the
last three days of the semester and
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Easley Rules Pair Must
Stand Trial In Wage Case

The Calloway County High School
and Murray High School speech teams
placed first and second, respectively, in
the Union County High School Speech
Tournament held last weekend.
The Lakers totalled 166 sweepstakes
points wlule the Tigers posted 151. The
tourney opened the second half of the
season for-both local schools.
Trigg County placed third with 107
points.
In its winning effort, Calloway's
Chris Taylor and Dale Finney took first
in debate while teammates Terry
Bourland and Phil Orr placed second.
Other firsts included Jenise Boyd,
extemporaneous speaking; and Marcia
Cunningham, oratory and prose.
Second-place Laker finishes were
Kim Weatherford, oratory; Meleah
Paschall, extemporaneous speaking
;
and Mickey Hutson, storytelling.
Third-place finishers included Earl
Brown, storytelling; Sandy Jeffrey,
humorous interpretation; and Less
Jones, poetry.
Other Lakers competing in the final
round were John Mark Roberts, Ben
Brumley, Lanesa Jones, Christy Hale,
Trisha Clark and Danny Lamb.
The Calloway coach is Larry
England.
First-place finishes for Murray included 'Mary Morris, poetry interpretation: Nancy Kiesow, dramatic
interpretation, Sharon
Whaley,
storytelling; Kiesow and Susan Nall,
duo acting; and Lewis Bossing,
humorous interpretation.
Second-place Tigers finishes in the
competition were Ben Moore and Matt
Burke, duo acting; and Nall, prose
interpretation. Natalie Simpson placed
third in original oratory.
Other Tigers competiting included
Carol Sears, Kimberly Owens, Lisa
Russell, Sandra Whaley and David
Honchul.
Murray is coached by Mark Etherton. The Tigers will participate in the
Northwest High School (Clarksville,
Tenn.) Speech Tournament Feb. 2.

20e Pert op y

moving finals up four days in
anticipation of the MSU Racer football
team playing in the NCAA Class 1-AA
national championship game Dec. 15.
The rescheduling was made to allow
students to attend the finals in Orlando,
Fla., if Murray won its semi-final game
with Lehigh University on Dec. 8 at Roy
Stewart Stadiurn.
The Racers were beaten by Lehigh
and did not get the opportunity to play
in the finals. However, when the new
schedule was announced by Butwell. it
was noted that it would be enforced
regardless of whether Murray won or
lost the Lehigh game.
Finals were held beginning.Dec. 10,
Instead of Dec,1.
The Pylas are exiaected to represent
themselves in the hearing since the
complaint was filed in the small claims
division. James 0. Overby, Murray
State attorney, will represent the school
In the matter.

Hicks were "employers" as defined in
this statute. He said the two were
charged with the duty of managing the
financial affairs of the corporation and
as such, should have seen that the
money was there to pay the employees.
Judge Easley ruled that the charge
was proper "at this point." However,
The said that proof in The trial may inclicate that Cappock and Hicks had no
control in the matter.
Following the court action, three
representatives of the state Department of Labor asked the employees of
Calloway Manufacturing to sign a wage
assignment form which would assign
their wages to the department and
grant them free legal counsel in a civil
suit to claim their back wages.
Mark Miller, the department's legal

counsel, told the -approximately 50
employees gathered in the courtroom
that any money the department
claimed as a result of the action would
be divided among the employees. •
The firm, which manufactures blue
jeans, last issued paychecks to employees on Dec. 21 for the pay period
ending Dec. 14. The plant closed Jan. 4.
State law provides that an employer
must pay his employees within 18 days
of the last work performed.
The plant, located at 111 East Poplar
St., was impounded Jan. 9 by Calloway
County Sheriff Max Morris after a suit
was filed by Hoyt and Opal Roberts for
rent on the building and grounds for the
months of October, November and
December 1979 and January of this
year.

Gordon Is Sought After
Not Showing For Hearing
Kenneth Gordon of Benton, convicted
Thursday in U.S. District Court in
Paducah on four drug-related offenses,
is being sought today by area law enforcement officials after he failed to
show up for a court hearing on Friday
morning.
Gordon was scheduled to appear
before Judge Edward H. Johnstone to
post an additional $50,000 bond
following his conviction Thursday. U.S.
Attorney Scott Wendelsdorf asked the
court to increase Gordon's bond from
$50,000 to $100,000 because he had failed
to meet regularly with his probation
officer during the time his trial was
pending and because of his past
criminal record.
Gordon was reportedly last seen
Thursday night by his parents, Dr. and
Mrs. Wendell Gordon of Benton. Dr.
Gordon had posted the 10 percent of the
money needed to free his son on bond.
Authorities believe that Gordon is
still in western Kentucky and hope to
arrest him within the week.
Gordon was found guilty on four of
five charges in connection with attempting to manufacture an illegal
drug, methamphetarnine, better known
as "speed." He was found guilty on two
counts of attempting to manufacture an
illegal drug at laboratories at a trailer
in Fairdealing and his parents' garage
in Benton. He was also found guilty on
two counts of conspiring to manufacture an illegal drug. He was found not
guilty on the charge of attempting to

manufacture an illegal drug at his
Murray residence at 717 Poplar St.
Following the guilty verdict, James
Glanville, Gordon's attorney, said a
motion for a new trial would be filed
within seven days.
Gordon's sentencing on the convictions is scheduled for Jan. 30 before
Judge Johnstone. Wendelsdorf had
introduced a motion that Gordon be
considered a "special drug offender"
and asked for an extended sentence on
the charges.

Two Named To
Association Positions
Two Calloway Countians were named
to positions on the Kentucky Fair and
Horse Show board at the association's
annual convention in Owensboro Jan.
17-20. • • George Hodge was elected vice- •
president of the state association and
Jerry McCoy was named to a threeyear term on the board of directors.
Both Hodge and McCoy have been very
active on the Calloway County Fair
Board. Hodge is currently serving as
the local board's treasurer.
Jana Bell, the 1979 Calloway County
Fair Queen, competed in the beauty
pageant at the convention, held in
Owensboro's Executive Inn.
Membership in -the state association
is made up of 101 fairs and horses shows
from across Kentucky.

One Dead Following
Shooting On Sunday
Dale Burkeen, 46, Shiloh Community,
is being held in custody in connection
with the Sunday murder of Loyd Green,
51, according to Max Morris, Calloway
County Sheriff.
According to Morris, Green was shot
around 1:30 p.m. Sunday at the Murray
State University Biological Station.
Burkeen currently is in the Calloway
County Jail under $50,000 bond, Morris
said.
The Calloway County Sheriffs Office
and Kentucky State Police detectives
still are investigating the incident.
The funeral for Green will be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Paul Bogard and the Rev. Fil
Boston officiating. The Warren Quartet
will provide the music.

Burial will follow in the Palestine
Cemetery. Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m. today
(Monday).
The deceased, a resident of Murray
Route 3, was born Dec. 6, 1928, in
Marshall County being the son of the
late John Lewis Green and Martha
Rose Green.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Mary
Edith Miller Green, to whom he was
married on Nov. 24, 1956; one daughter,
Mrs. Linda Miller, Hardin Route 1;
three sons—Craig Green, Murray Route
3, Loyd Lee Green, Murray Route 7,
and Ronnie Green, Kirksey; one sister.
Mrs. Lucille McKenclree, Paducah; twr
brothers, Dallas Green, Benton, and J.
L. Green, Kirksey; five grandchildren-.
One son, Ricky Dale Green, died
March 25, 1978.

Overby has filed a motion to dismiss
the complaint on grounds that MSU is
an agency of the state and as such,
cannot be sued in the manner in which
the Pylas filed their claim.
Further,the response notes, the court
lacks jurisdiction over the defendant,
MSU, and that any action taken by
Butwell was taken in good faith anO,in
the pursuit of his official dutier0i.an
agent and employee of Murray State.

Calloway High School
To Hold Conferences
For Parents, Teachers
Parent-teaclaer conferences will be
held from 3:30 p.m. to 6:30 Tuesday at
Calloway County High School.
All interested parents are asked to
attend the conferences.

SPELLING BEE WINNERS — Melissa Manning (left ) wits the winner of the
Calloway County KEA President's Spelling Bee held Saturday. Manning
receised a trophy and a $25 check as prizes. She is an eighth grader at Calloway
Middle. Also pictured are (from left) Dana Mitchell, East; Charles Jeffrey,
North;
and Leslie Erwin,Southwest.
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Tgtt; COMMUNITY
*SI' CALENDAR
Monday,Jan.21
Golden Circle Class of
Memorial Baptist Church will
Meet with Kay Outland at 7
p.m.

Monday,Jan. 21
Bluegrass State CB Club
will meet at Big Joe's
Restaurant, Highway 121
North,at 7:30 p.m.

Calloway
County
Association For Retarded
Citizet'is-ir-Selieduted--u, meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Special
Education Building, Murray
State University.

Ladies Barbershop Harmony Group will meet at 7
m at the First Christian
Church Educational Building.
This is open to all interested
women and persons do not
have to be able to read music.

Murray Lodge Nt.. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries will meet at 7 p.m.
at the University Branch of
the Bank of Murray.
Medical Explorer Post 803
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet from 7 to 9
p.m. in the private dining
room of the hospital cafeteria.
This is open to any student, 15
to 21, who is interested in a
career in health care field.
Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house with Gilbert Sears as
speaker.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. ForMformation call 759-1792.

Murray 'High School Tr Alpha will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Exhibits in textile arts and
sculpture from Southern
Illinois Uniersity, Carbondale, Ill., will be on display
through Feb. 3 at the Clara
Eagle Gallery, Murray State
University. This is free and
open to the public.
Tuesday,Jan. 22
Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet with Sue
Adams at 7 p.m.
Fifth film of International
Film Festival, "Ballad of A
Soldier," a Russian film, will
be shown at 1:30 p.m. and 7
p.m. at the Student Center
Auditorium. Murray State
University. A speaker and
panel will be featured at the
evening performance. This is
free and open to the public.

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray. For information call 753-6333.

Boating
Skills - -and
Seamanship Course will bke
offered by the Murray Flotilla
of the U. S. Coast Guard
Auxiliary starting at 7 p.m. in
Room 105 Carr Health
Singles Unlimited will meet _ Building, Murray State
at 7 p.m. at the social hall of University. For informatien
the First United Methodist call 753-2234. Note the change
Church. This is open to all from the Monday date listed
persons over 18 years of age Friday and Saturday.
who are single due to cleath,
divorce, or never having been
Singles Class of Seventh and
married.
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.mit in the church
building.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
the Woodmen of the World will
meet at the home of Marilyn
Herndon at 7 p.m.
Murray-Calloway _County
Senior Citizens Board meeting
will be held at 3 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Office, 106
North Fourth Street.
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
First United Methodist
Church will be at Sirloin
Stockade at 7 a.m.
Bible Journaling Group of
First Christian Church will-meet at the home of John
Pasco, Sr., _306 North 14th
Street, at 7 p.m.
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THE
ELECTRIC
HORSEMAN

PADUCAH PATIENT
John Murphy of Murray has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
WHOLE CHICKENS
Whole chickens are among
the best buys at the meat
counter today. If your family
likes only certain parts, try
buying several whole birds.
cutting them up yourself and
freezing enough of the
preferred parts together for a
meal. The other portions can
then be cooked or frozen for
later use to make soups and
stock, casseroles or chicken
Salad.

•

EXPERTLY DRY
CLEANED

MEN'S & LADIES

4RAIN COATS,
CAR COATS,

p.t.r•o
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_CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 7 a m to6 pro

Phone 753-9525
6 Dayy A Week

Tuesday,Jan. 22
Eva Wall Mission Group of
Miss Sherilyn Haley became
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet with Lalla Boyd at 2 p.m. the bride of Matthew
Lawrence Davis on Saturday,
General board meeting of Dec. 8th, at 7 p.m. in the
Christian thWomen's sanctuary of the Dexterthe
Fellowship of First Christian „Hardin United Methodist
Church with the Rev. Eulas
Greer offielatIng at the-double
library at 7:30 p.m.
ring, candlelight ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
Mothers' Morning Out will
be at 9 a.m.at the First United Mr. and Mrs. James Ray
Haley of Ahno, and the groom
Methodist Church.
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Murray TOPS ( take off Richard E. Davis of GilberJ
pounds sensibly I Club is tsville.
scheduled to meet at the
Preceding the ceremony, a
Health Center at 7 p.m.
program of nuptial music was
presented by Mrs. Oneida
Senior Citizens Groups will White, organist, and Steve
meet as follows: Dexter at Hussun g,vocalist.
Dexter Center, Hazel at Hazel
The bride was escorted to
Center, and Murray at Ellis the altar by her father and
Center, all at 10 a.m., and given in marriage by her
Nutrition Program for the parents.
During
the
Elderly at Douglas Center at processional she presented
12 noon.
her mother with a long stern
red rose. Later as the couple
Organizational meeting of left the altar she presentd
scuba diving basic cer- one to her mother-in-law.
tification courses will be at 7
The vows were exchanged
p.m. in Room S104, Applied before a fifteen branch brass
Science Building, Murray candelabrum flanked on
State University. For in- either side with brass spiral
formation call 762-6831 or 762- candelabra. A brass kneeling
3394.
bench and unity candle
completed the decor. The
Opera Workshop will be held
at the Farrell Recital Hall, family pews were marked
with cranberry satin bows.
Fine Arts Center, Murray
Traditional wedding vows
State University, with perwere used along with selected
formances at if: 15 p.m. This is
scripture.
free and open to the public.
Following the exchanging of
vows, the couple knelt on the
Wednesday,Jan. 23
Hazel Senior, Citizens will prayer bench and the entire
meet from 10 a.m: to 2 p.m. at wedding party knelt at the
the Hazel Community Center altar as Mr. Hussung sang the
with lunch served at 11:45 "Lord's Prayer.” Mrs. White
a.m. The party for all persons sang "Whither Thou Goest" as
having birthdays in.February the Unity Candle was lit by the
couple.
will be held today.
Miss Diane Davis, sister of
Nutrition Program for the the groom, kept the register at
Elderly will serve lunch at 12 a table draped with a white
noon al the Douglas Com- lace cloth and centered with a
munity Center. For reser- silver basket of deep red
roses. Mrs. Sandra Joseph,
vations call 753-8938.
cousin of the bride, directed
Special prayer sei-vices for the wedding.
- Bride's Dress
the Hostages in Iran and for
The bride wore a Fink
the Afghanistan turmoil will
be held at the First United Original gown, of white
Methodist Church at 12 noon. satapeau with fitted bodice
This is sponsored by the and wedding band collar
Murray-Calloway County applied with hand pearled
Ministerial Association who Alencon lace. The long sheer
urges the public to attend this sleeves • adorned with lace
motifs gathered softly to a
weekly prayer service.
band at the wrists and exExhibit in T-shirt design by tended over the wrists with aDavid England will be from 6 delicate Brussels lace ruffle.
to 8 p.m. in Mason Art , The flared skirt was enhanced
by pearled lace medallions
Gallery, Hart Hall, Murray
State University. This is free and . a matching ruffle of
Brussels lace •encircling the
and open to the public.
hemline and full chapel length
train.
United Campus Ministry
The Juliet cap of matching
Luncheon Will be held at 1.230
p.m. in Ordway Hall, Murray Alencon lace and pearls from
which flowed a tierea fingertip
State University.

THE

ACES®lRA G CORN, ,JR

"Whoever is in a hurry
shows that the thing he is
about is too big for him.
Haste and hurry are very
different things." -- Lord
Chesterfield.

Declarer played today's
tricky game while on the
run: he could see no peace
until the opposing trumps
were gone. Tough luck, the
trumps split as they rated to
split and declarer learned
slowly how he should' have
played the hand.
Dummy's spade ace won
and the singleton trump was
led from dummy. East playing low while declarer won
the jack. Declarer continued
with the trump king and
now East took the ace to
return his last spade.
, Declarer won his king to
cash --another high trump
and that's when the bad
news hit. East had two natural trump tricks and declarer could not avoid the loss of
a spade and a diamond -down one.
Declarer's plan was not a
good one. To succeed, he
would have to find the
trumps 3-3 (about a 36 percent chance). North volunteered a much better way to
play the hand. If you had
played a little slower to
make all of your small
trumps, we would have
scored the rubber."
Here's what North meant
Declarer should win the
opening lead with his spade
LAUNDERED AND
king, saving the dummy's
PRESSED TO PERFECTION ace for a later.oentry. At
vuFFR
..Cno
trick two, a club is led to
dummy's ace and a low club
ON HANGERS
is ruffed. The king of
OR FOLDED
tritmps goes to East's ace
and a spade return is won by
dummy's ace. Another -club
is ruffed by another small
trump and the queett and

"That's the way
you want
it".

alb

Miss Haley & Mr. Davis Married At Church

23"
SHIRTS

45, OR

NORTH

1-21-A

•A 8 6 2
V3
•K 9 4 3
•A 7 5 4
WEST
•Q J 109
•6 5
•Q 8 5
41 1(J92

EAST
•5 4
•A 1098
* J 10 7
•Q 10 8 6

SOUTH
•.1( 73
111(QJ7 42
•A 6 2
3

The couple left later for a Afterwards, Mr. and Mrs
short wedding trip to Lake Davis entertained the wedding
Barkley Lodge.
party with a dinner at the
Rehearsal Dinner
Boston Tea Party.
The wedding rehearsal was
The bridal couple presented
held at the church On Friday 'gifts to .their attendants ant,
night before the wedding. gifts to each other.

Mrs. Matthew Lawrence
Davis, the former Sherilyn
Haley, was honored prior to
her wedding with special
events. Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. Richard E.
Davis of Gilbertsville and Mr.
and Mrs. James Ray Haley of
Aline

Ur. anti

iialthew Lawrence pari..%

eit of silk illusion edged in
dainty Brussels lace scallops
completed the ensemble. She
carried a bridal bouquet of
deep red roses with pearls and
c%hite satin ribbons tied in love
knots.
The bride chose Miss Angela
Futrell. cousin, as her maid of
tprior. Serving as bridesmaid
Aas the bride's sister-in-law,
Mrs La Don Haley. Their
dresses were identical floor
length gowns of polyester
magi(' knit in cranberry with
dyed to match- venise lace
outlining the sweetheart
neckline and straps. Completing the ensemble was a
chiffon blouson cover-up.
They wore red' roses with
,i11)).'s breath in their hair and
carried bouquets of deep red
roses and carnations of the
same color with baby's
breath, greenery, and white
ribbons.
John Davis served as his
brother's best man. Michael
Haley served as groomsman.
Ushers were Michael and
Brad Haley. The groom, his
attendants, and the fathers of
the bride and groom all wore
grey Regal Tuxedos by After
Six. The groom's -boutonniere
was of deep redroses and the
others of carnalions of the
Fon her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Haley wore a cranberry
floor length dress of Qiana
featuring Dolman sleeves,
fitted waist and soft flowing
skirt. Her. accessories were
silver. Her corsage was a
white glamelia tied with silver
ribbons.
Mrs. Davis chose for her
son's wedding a soft aqua
gown featuring a chiffon cape.
She chose silver accessories
and her corsage was a white
glamelia with silver netting.
Larue
Mrs.
Bizzell,
maternal grandmother of the
bride; Mrs. Ruby- Haley.
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Pass
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Pass

jack of trumps are played to
get the not-so-bad news
With only one trump left,
declarer cashes his diamond
ace and dummy's king and
leads dummy's last. club
Declarer's last trump
makes the game and the
defenders-- cash- their - three
winners on the last two
tricks.
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"Special tax benefits for Senior
Citizens? ... I shoulda
come here last year!"

FILM BLOCK
903 ARCADIA
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ANSWER: Tkree no trump•
With supporting honors in the
unbid suits, there is little reason to fear-a no trump game
Send bridal. questions to The Aowy
P 0 Box 12263 Dallas MICai 75225
with self addressed dampel envelnyr
far reply

Maranatha
Christian- Center

4443

;Today people are searching for truth and meaning to life. Maranatha is raising the banner of love, proclaiming Jesus is the way,the truth, and the life.
;Join us this year in His life.

•K 7 3
•KQI742
•A 6 2

South
I V
2•

The Wesleyan Circle of First
United Methodist Church met
in the. home of Mrs. Clara
Humphrey for the Januar
program. The chairman, Mrs.
Joan Cohoon, presided.
Mrs. Julietta Christopher
was in charge of the program
on the Week of Prayer and Self
Denial, Following the inspirational message, a special
collection was taken for the
Week of Prayer and Sell
Denial Fund,
Plans were made to serve
the Methodist Men on their
January meeting. Mrs. Pattie
Mae Moody was in charge of
this and she also reported oil
several projects that had been
done during December.

FINAL MARKDOWN

-

Rid with Corn

South holds

Scene 01 Meeting

CORN-AUSTIN'S

e,

Joe Smith

'Author
Open House
'Former chemist with the GAF Cor'Come and get acquainted with us
poration, 17 years
'Now proclaiming a prophetic word 'Tuesday,Jan. 22, 11-2 and 6-8
to the body of Christ Monday, Jan. 'Refreshments Served
21,7:30p.m.
Regular Meetings
'Exciting film of the true story of
David Wilkerson's ministry with Sunday 10:00 a.m. Bible Study
gangs, addicts, and hopeless youth 11:00 a.m. Worship Service
on the streets of New York. Wed- Thursdayi7:30 p.m.
nesday,aan.23,7:30 p.m.

Maranatha Christian Center
200 N. 15th St. 753-6666
NI
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Humphrey Home

It's Coming
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homes of Mr. and Mrs
Richard Davis, Jr., ot
Houston, Texas, and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Hardin of
Jacksonville, Texas, while the
families were on visits there.

l l l l l l l l l l l l l HIM
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North East
2+
Pass
2. ---Pass
Pass
Pass

Opening lead: Queen of
spades

A household shower was
held in the fellowship hall of
the Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church with Miss
Janet Murdock, Mrs. LaDon
Haley, Miss Bettye Bizzell,
Mrs. Ruby Futrell and Miss
Nelle Haley as hostesses.
The hostesses presented the
honoree with a dutch oven of
her chosen cookware and a
corsage of white carnations
tied with red ribbon. Her
mother and mother-in-law
were also presented corsages.
Games were played and
refreshments were served.
Approximately 60 persons
were present.

be

paternal grandmother of the
Other courtesies included
bride; and Mrs. Esther Davis, dinner parties held
in the
the groom's paternal grandmother were In attendance
and also had corsages of white
glamelias.
.
-Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
The bride's (able was
centered with a four-tiered all
white wedding cake. The cake
featured two white doves on
the top and between the
layers, an ornament with a
bride and grooni in the center
of a heart with one white
wedding bell tilted to reveal
the miniature couple. The
cake was designed and made
by -Mrs. Audaine Firma The
table was tottered with a-white
lace cloth and caught up at the
corners and Center with white
satin bows.•
Other table appointments
included a silver punch bowl,
silver and glass dishes of
mixed nuts, a silver tray of
pink heart-shaped mints, and
an arrangement of American
Beauty Sweetheart Roses,
baby's breath, greenery, and
cranberry-colored carnations
arranged in a silver candelabrum.
Serving 'the guests were
14;4,
Bettye Bizzell. and -Miss Nelle
Haley, aunts of the bride, and
Mrs. Jean Sullivan, aunt of the
groom.
Following the reception, the
•
bridal party was invited to the
If you are 65 or over, you are entitled to special tax lo
home of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
benefits. At H&R Block, we know all the deductions and
Davis to meet out of town
credits that can help Senior Citizens.
relatives of the groom. A ,
buffet was served.
Out of towrPguests included
Mrs. Esther Davis, St. Louis,
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
Mo., Mrs. Jean Sullivan,
Frontenac, Mo., Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Griffin, Evansville,
Jnd., and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Open II sni.-6
Illeeloloys, 4.5 Sus Phone 7534204
,Griffin, Chandler, Ind., great
APPOIRTMEIM AVAILABLI
uncles of the bride.
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HEALTH
Medicine to treat cataracts?
Lawrence L.Lamo.M.D.

Suffill & Shupe Wedding
Vows Are Read At Church

•ab

/A

Miss Jane Ann Suffill and
area is not in the line of sight to do with
the type of changes Thomas Elliott Shupe wert
it may not 'interfere with in the eye that
occur with getreading, driving or vision in ting older
united in marriage on Frida
any way If the changes progHowever, cheer up, many Dec. 28 at the First United
ress, eventually it can affect people have small
Methodist Church. The Re'.
your vision and at that point, that do not enlar cataracts
ge very rap- Dr. Walter E. Mischke, Jr
if proper vision is not possible idly and never
with glasses, surgery may be interfere with theiractually performed the double rinv
vision.
necessary.
And if yours should progress, ceremony.
I am sending you The modern surgery is very
The bride is the daughter oh
Itearth- Ilstter number IS-At: -tive in safety remov effeeing the Mr. -and- !Mrs. -Latvennne
Your Cataracts Are Coming. cataract. The use
Other readers who want this lenses has devel of contact Suffill. The groom is the son of
issue can send 75 cents with a point that after oped to the Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Shupe.
long, stamped. self-addressed phase, the vision the recovery
A program of nuptial musicenvelope for it. Send your in most instan is quite good was presented by Mrs. R. W.
ces.
That
is
request to me, in care of this assuming that
newspaper, P.O. Box .1551, else v4rong there's nothing Farrell, organist, and Mrs.
with the eye Bobby Henry, soloist. Miss
Radio City Station, New York, except the catar
act itself.
Anne Gregory and Miss
NY 10019.
Carolyn Shown attended the
The issue of The Health
Letter I'm sending you
guest register.
explains in more detail how a
The wedding vows were
cataract is formed and how
exchanged before the altar,
MURRAY BEAUTICIAN
one decides whether surgery
which was flanked by two
AT STATE MEETING
is required or not.
Leta Taylor of Murray and seven branched candelabra
I wish there were some
drops or some magical diet tielen Gaines of Paducah are with
central floral
a
that you could take which attending
the
Spring arrangement of pink roses,
would correct cataracts but Educational Foru
m sponsored pink and white carnations and
there isn't. There is a group of by
the
Blueg
rass
Hair
Fashion purple German statice.
people in the country who
Bride's Dress
mistakenly think so but Committee held Sunday and
The bride was escorted to
there's no way that you can today at the Hyatt Regency,
change the natural aging Lexington.
the altar by her father and
process. Now, you can progiven in marriage by her
duce cataracts by artificial
parents. She wore a formal
HOSPITAL PATIENT
means, just as you can damMrs. Maxine Cunningham of gown of soft white qiana with
age the skin and cause
changes in it, that are unrelat- Murray has been dismissed an empire bodice and a-line
ed to aging. Correcting those from Lourdes Hospital, skirt. The Queen Ann neckline
was adorned with silk venise
kinds of cataracts has nothing Paducah.
lace motifs. Matching lace
Mr. and Mrs: Thomas Elliott .Shuin,
was applied to the waistline
seam. Full bishop sleeves
completed the bodice. The huckleberry qiana with and was presented a white
softly flared skirt swept into a spaghetti straps and a short carnation corsage.
open weave jacket with
A reception was held
chapel length train.
Her fingertip veil was at- capelet sleeves. They carried following the ceremony in the
tached to a camelot crown of a single long stemmed pink social hall of the church.
venise lace and applied rose with baby's breath and Serving were Miss Karen
pearls. The triple tiers of pink ribbon streamers. Jones, Miss Helen Wilson,
Kowloon,Hong Kong. Clusters of baby's breath Miss Donna
in American Art, in Who's illusion were
edged in lace
Humphries, Mrs.
Choy has been the recipient Who
adorned their hair.
in the West, and in the identical to that of the
Carolyn Dunavant, Mrs.
gown.
of numerods awIrds, inThe groom chose his brother Helen Gibson,
International
Biographical
Her bridal bouquet was a
and Mrs. Roger
cluding
the
National Dictionary. He has
Todd
Shupe as best man. Anne Gardner.
condu
Cted
casca
de of white royal
Endowment for Humanities
Groomsmen were Ronnie
and curated exhibitions bouquet orchids,
Miss Marla Ford and Miss
stephonotis,
Grant 1979, the Alaska State
throughout
Alaska and and spider 'plants. Her only Hooks, and David Gardner, Teresa Ford distributed rice
Council on the Arts Grant 1979,
California.
jewelry was a diamond coulin of the groom. Ushers flowers to the guests.
and the Rockefeller-NEA
were Curtis Gardner and
The Murray Art Guild is pendant, a. weddi
Follb,wing a short trip the
ng gift from
F'eUowship 1977.
Jason Gardner, cousins of the couple is resid
proud to present this the groom.
ing in Murray
He has been a photographer
distinguished artist to our
whert both are students at
Miss Patricia Baggett groom.
for the
University , of communit
For her daughter's wedding Murray State
y and everyone is served as maid of honor, Mrs.
University.
California, an art instructor at
Mrs. Suffill wore a floor length
invited and encouraged. to Carol Sanden was
,Rehearsal Dinner
matron of
de Young Milieum Art School,
gown of rose qiana. The
attend, a spokesman said. For honor and
The groom's parents hosted
Miss JoAnn
San Francisco, California, and furth
groom's mother wore a floor the rehearsal
er information call the Williams was bride
dinner at the
smaid.
Gallery Coordinator for the Guild
length gown of blue knit. Both Holiday Inn.
, 753-90135 T.uesdayThe
attendants
The bride and
Art Galleries, University of
wore mothe
Saturday from 1 to 5 p.m.
rs
wore corsages of groom exchanged
identical floor lengthgowns of
wedding
Fairbanks, Alaska. he
white cymbidium orchids. The gifts and the
groom chose this
is currently an associate
groom's grattdmother wore an time to prese
nt gifts to his
professor of art a)t the
emerald green qiana dress attendants.
University of Alaska. Mr.
Choy is included in Who's Who

DEAR DR LAMB
My
eye doctor just informed me
that I have part of a cataract
in my right eye Is there any
medication or exercise of any
form to stop this growth
before it gets worse, Ini in
good health otherwise and this
news was a shock to me.
DEAR READER.
Don't
-be so shoed EveryWy has
changes in the lenses in their
eyes if they live long enough
There -are many causes for
cataracts but most of them
are related to the aging of the
lens itself
I'm always surprised at
how many people think that
cataracts are growths on the
eye They are no such thing
They are a change in the cells
of the lens itself The lens is a
jelly-like globular structure
inside the eye behind the little
black pupil Normally muscles around the lens contract
and relax to change the shape
of it That's how your eyes
facus
The problem is that new
cells constantly form at the
outside .of the globular lens.
Old ones are pushed inward.
These old cells can't be shed
from the lens like the old Cells
are shed off your skin These
-old damaged cells are cloudy
and cause the lens to develop
opacities
That's what
interferes with the vision
As long as the little cloudy
Terence T. Choy--

•

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Frances Drake

et*

Baptist If omen Of Sinking
Spring I 'isit At ft estriew

Laura Paschall Elected As
President, Calloway Group

FOR TUESDAY JANUARY 22,
1980
What kind of day will
Follow through on a work
tomorrow be? To find out what idea.
Financial dealings are
The Baptist Women of of the missionary and
the
stars say, read the compl
The Calloway County YFA
their
Sinking Spring Baptist Church location. Prayer for
forecast given for your birth signi icated. Use care if ettes held their first meeting
the
ng papers. Don't let
met at Westview Nursing missionaries was led by Patsy Sign.
of the new year on Jan.8 at the
optimism blind judgment.
Home at 5:30-p.m. on Jan. 8. Neale,
Murray Vocational School
LIBRA
The group visited and
Ava Watkins reported that ARIES
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)Ari with the new president, Laura
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 terd4
distributed stamps and
Bible story booklets and
The accent is on relation- Paschall. presiding.
You'll enjoy a private
stationery to the patients.
pencils were purchased and
New officers were elected
ships
.
Good
rapport
pastime, but could become
included in the Jaycee's
momen
taril
y
distu
rbed
carel
by
ess at work. Partners
a
._ /pet yisiting at Westview
financial matter. Let loved..49„..max.bg,,erratic.. in
the griurinetin the *Imre'if needy
families- in Calloway joint ruiances. ., ilamiling MIA/L.haile...=Merpisrm,-,--.,
Patsy Neale. with Warfda Count
SCORPIO
y.
TAURUS
Walker, president. presiding,
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) MX
Members present were: lApr, 20 to May 201 6
'
The. Scripture from Genesis Patsy
Do it
Neale.. Carol Turner.
For the moment be still around theyourself projects
24.0-9 *as read by Carol Ava
house go well, but
Watkins, Linda Roach, about a romantic
attraction. don't let friendly
Turner who also presented the Judy
visitors
Srnothermati, Edwina Don't overplay your hand.
"Calendar of Prayer" for
A distract you. Be caref
Bucy and Wanda Walker.
ul
need
By CECIL'S'BROWNSTONE
to be alone competes though with
missionaries having birthdays
machinery. •
The next 'meeting will be with fraternization.
AP Food Editor
on that day. Each member held
SAGITTARIUS
in the home of Carol GEMINI
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
participated, giving the name
3
Turner on Feb. 12.
0
(May 21 to June 20)
DINNER FARE
Write letters and6
enjoy
Talks with friends are pleasant
Conv
ersa
tions. Sausage Chicken Crusty Rolls
stimulating. A business lunch Creative
projects go well, but
Tossed Green Salad
brings minor gains. Don't take don't
get
others for granted. Late grandiose carried away with Chocolate Pie
Guest speaker at the Department of
Beverage
ideas.
the Murray chang
e in plans.
meeting of the Theta Woman's Club,
CAPR
ICOR
N
- scheduled CANC
SAUSAGE CHICKEN
ER
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
Monday, Jan. 21, at 7:30 p.m.
(June 21 to July 22)
Get household chores done
at the club house, will be
'It's spicy-hot!
Career ideas are brimming, early. Routi
ne could be mildly
Gilbert Sears, according to
4 hot Italian pork sausage
but don't be careless about disturbed
by visitors. Be
Martha
Enix, program
links, cut crosswise '4-inch
details. A friend has a helpful thoughtful
towards an older
chairman for the department.
thick ,
suggestion. Dating plans iffy. elderly
relative.
Sears is a rural develop- LEO
8 chicken thighs (2 pounds),
The Blue Grass State
AQUARIUS
ment specialist with the
iJuly 23 to Aug. 22)4/21tg (Jan. 20 to
dried with paper towels
Citizens Band Radio Club will
Feb.
18)
University of Kentucky
1 large onion, coarsely
Be receptive to the ideas of
meet Monday, Jan. 21, at 7:30
Self-expression favored, but
chopped (about 1 cup
p.m. at Big Joe's Restaurant, Extension Service. His subject others. Don't underestimate don't overdo a good thing.
will be "Tourism in Western
costs
.re a pleasure project. Find creative and
1 pound (3 or 4, each about 6
Highway 121 North.
conKentucky."
Minor p.m. --upset, perhaps structive outlets
inches long) zucchini, unHawley Bucy, president,
for
ideas
.
Hostesses will be Martha
around the home.
peeled and coarsely grated
PISCES
urges all members and inGuier, Betty Beaman, and
VIRGO
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
1 pound fully ripe tomatoes,
terested Persons to attend.
X
Helen Beal.
lAug. 23 to Sept. 22)
skinned and coarsely chopped
Private talks re financial
matters go well. A loved one
34 cup minced parsley
could be extravagant in
1 large clove garlic, minced
thought or action. Advice is
•
•
Salt to taste
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•a
upsetting.
In a 12-inch, cast-iron or
nonstick skillet, gently cook
•
YOU BORN TODAY are
sausage until it releases at
both practical and idealistic,
•
least 4 cup of its fat. Remove
but you have, difficulty
sausage and reserve. In
MONDAY-TUESDAY SPECIAL
reconciling these qualities'.
sausage fat brown chicken on
Your job is to make the inboth sides; remove chicken
tangible concrete. Seeking a
and reserve. To drippings in
practical outlet for your
skillet
add
remaining
imagination, you - often
ingredients; with .a wooden
gravitate towards the arts and
spoon, stir well — especially
can achieve success in
at bottom of pan — until
painting,
music,
and
zucchini ha§ wilted. Stir in
Reg.$3.98 Save $1.19
literature. You overcome your
reserved sausage. Turn into a
nervousness when you lose
Includes:
2-quart oblong (1134 by 7'a by
yourself in a cause' that
• All You Can Eat SOUP'n SALAD BAR
134-inch) baking dish. Top
promises social betterment
Tench,. Oulcy Sirloin Steak • Raked
with chicken,skin side up, in a
An individualist who is a true
Potato or Ircnch Fries
singl
• A thick slab of Stockade Tana
e layer. Cover and chill —
human
itari
an,
you can
•
achieve something for thi • overnight if you like. If you
wish, remove hardithed fat at
common good:You're a hard
top and discard-. BakP
worker but need a job which
•
•
gives you a xiegree of incovered, In a preheated 350•
dependence. Birthdate of:
degree oven until chicken is
•
••\.,
Bel Air Center
Lord Byron, poet; August
.
I
tender and skin is crisp and
Strindberg, playwright; and U
brown — 45 to 60 minutes.
••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••
Thant, UN leader.
Makes 4 servings.

Thetas To Hear Sears Speak

CB Club l'() Meet
Tonight. Big Joe's

_

•
•

•

**STEAK SALE**

SPECIAL
SIRLOIN
PUTTER

$2.7

SIRLMIN STOCKAD

Our quality will keep you commn back.

and are as follows; President,
Laura
Paschall;
vice
president, Jane
Potts;
secretary-treasurer, Debbie
Burchett; and reporter,
Christine Murdock.
The regional banquet to be
held Jan. 31 at
. Calloway
County High School was
discussed. The centerpieces _
*Pe-,rriade by-lhe YPA- ettes
and will be given as doorprizes. The group worked on
cotton flowers for the State
meeting that will be held at
Somerset -on?eh.2March
Ten members were present.
The next meeting will be Feb.
12 at 7 p.m. at the Murray
Vocational School. Any YFA
member's wife is invited ti
attend.

•u
By Abigail Van- Buren

_
Florists Bloom
On 5 Holidays
or"s

DEAR ABBY: Whenever my
ment we can't alibergl,14.1-aie.tile hehsband and I ha v t. an argu,
AlityS,
I'm writing.
On what holidays do the nation's
business? I -say that the biggest dayflorists do the biggest
is Mother's Day. My
husband says it's Valentine's Day.
Also, is more money spent on flowe
rs for funerals or wed
dings'?
Orchids to you for any help you can
give us. ,
THE BA'PTLING
DEAR BRIGHAMS: No orchids
to me. I asked the
Florists Transworld Delivery, and
they listed the holidays
in order of sales reported by the nation
's florists:
Christmas
Mother's Day
Easter
Valentine's Day
Thanksgiving
As for weddings versus funerals,
funerals represent approximately 40 percent of an avera
ge florist's busineis,
while weddings represent only 10 perce
nt.
And what better time is there to remin
d my readers to
give flowers to those you love while
they can smell -them!
DEAR ABBY: My sister is 46. divorced and a part time
swinger. I don't know what the definition of an alcoholic
is.
but I think she's one. When she's sober, she's a perfect lady.
but after a few drinks she will go to bed with any guy who
looks good to her.
Sis recently met a fine gentleman who seemed very much
interested in her, but he was turned off fast when after a fey,
drinks she said. "If I ever marry again, my husband will
have to let me have men friends once in a while because I
need variety!" Well. Abby. what respectable man would
want a wife like that?
If I could get her to quit drinking, do yoU think she would
straighten out sexually? I think her appetite for "variety"
is
brought on by whiskey.
CONCERNED BROTHER

To Present Chinese Painting
&Calligraphy At Art Guild
• The Murray Art Guild has
planned a special presentation
of Chinese painting and
calligraphy by Terence T.
Choy on Saturday,Jan. 26, at 2
p.m. at the Guild on North
Sixth Street.•
Dr. William W: Lew,
assistant professor of Art and
Art History at Murray State
University, will give a brief
history of Chinese painting
and calligraphic techniques
and will introduce Mr. Choy.
Choy received his B.A. in
Art from San Francisco State
University and his M.A. from
the University of California,
Berkeley, California. He also
studied Chinese painting at
Lingham Art Academy,

"Dealt

DEAR BROTHER: Alcohol relaxes and sometimes
removes)inhibitions, so it would seem that your sister's promiscuity is brought on by her drinking. .
Her "need for variety" can be cured only if she is stron
gly
motivated to cure it. Work on one problem at a time.. Keep
her sober,.and you may not have to worry about
her promiscuity.
•

DEAR ABBY: I have never seen anything in your colum
about this subject. Perhaps it's not regarded as a probl n
by most, but I think it deserves a mention. I'll call it "Adviem
ce
to parents-in-law."
Parents, .when you buy gifts for your married son
or
daughter, don't spend more on your 'son or daugh
ter than
you spend on his or her spouse. Example:
Christmas gifts for son: Cashmere sweater. tenni
s racquet, brief case, wrist watch.
, Christmas gifts for his wife: A pair of oven mitts, a
box of
dusting powder, a Monopoly game, a subscripti
on to TV
guide.
And please don't give your married child a perso
on his birthday, and give his spouse something-"to nal gift
r the two
of you..."(Save the gifts "for the two of you" for
their anniver
.sary,)
I realize most parents are naturally inclined to be
a little
more generous to their own flesh and blood,
but please don't
be so obvious. It's tacky.
ME IN TEXAS
DEAR ABBY: Regarding what to give a couple for
ding gift when they•chave lived 0:Tether befor marria wede
made a donation to' PLANNED PARENTHOOD age: I
in their
honor. Sign me ...
PRACTICAL IN,-POMONA
DEAR ABBY: How do you get rid of a guy you don't care
for'?
CINDY
DEAR CINDY: Introduce him to a girl you
don't care

etc

•

Photoqraphy

Weddings, Portraits, Frames
One Day Processing
75 3- 0035
Tr

DENTURES
Individually Fitted By Licensed Dentists
Offices In Memphis And Jackson, Tennessee

SAME DAY SERVICE
STANDARD

$69Ea.

PERSONALIZED

$89Eo.

MID-SOUTH DENTURE GROUP, P.C.
MEMPHIS: 901-346-2514
JACKSON:901-668-7460

CALL JACKSON, TN. TOLL FREE NQ CHARGE
IN TENNESSEE

OUTSIDE TENNESSEE

1-800-392-3876 1-800-238-3973
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Looking Back
10 1 ears Ago
Tremon P. Farris was burned to
death in his home one mile east of In
City on Highway 94 on Jan. 19 about
6:30 p.m.
Other deaths reported include Mrs.
Nellie Collins, 77, Charlie Stewart, 92,
Eulis Miller Watson, 77, R. M. Humphreys, 78, and Naud Kirk, 72.
The average for the sale of dark fired
tobacco on the Murray Market was
$47.53 per hundred weight for a total of
278,469 pounds sold on the Doran's,
Farris, Growers and Planters Loose
Leaf Floors.
Ralph B. McCuiston was employed as
road supervisor for Calloway County at
the meeting of the Calloway County
Fiscal Court held yesterday with
County Judge Robert 0. Miller
presiding.
Births reported include a girl, Audrie
Lynn, to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Lee
Paschall on Jan. 19, and a boy, James
David, to Dr. and Mrs. James D.
Outland on Jan. 19.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
the Benton Indians by the score of 80 to
56 with Albert Scott as high scorer for
Murray and Eddie Selwitz for Benton.

Contemporary Religious Thought

See His Star
By The Rev. Custis Fletcher
The Episcopal Church
"We have seen his star in the east,
and have come to worship him and goin
in to the house they saw the young child
with Mary his mother, and they fell
down and worshipped him." St. Matthew's Gospel.
What are we to make today of this
story? Does it have any kind of
meaning for our lives in this
troublesome time? Is it just an Oriental
fairy tale, and thus only suitable for the
romantics? It is a bit of out-moded
science to be taken as just a footnote of
history before man in his intellect
uncovers the real story of the stars?
The Gospel Story is a simple tale.
Leading intellectuals from some
foreign land are lead on the basis of
their studies to seek for a new-born
king. There are signs which bring them
to the land of Judah and quite naturally
they go to the capital. Their arrival in
Jerusalem brings consternation to the
court!
King Herod learns from organized
religion that indeed there was the expectation that from the area of
Bethlehem there should come a ruler
for Israel. In a kind of sub-plot, he has a
secret session with their foreigners
promising that he, too, will come to
worship, but meanwhile laying secret
plans to do away with this potential
rival. (Secrecy and intrigue are still
today the staple fare of the mid-east! )
The wise men continue to be guided by
the star until they come to the house.
" As a part of their worship, these
mysterious men opened "their
treasures, and they offered him gifts,
gold and frankinsense and myrrh."
Perhaps it is this act of giving presents
that made later generations consider
the Magi to be kings, for it is still
customary for heads of states to exchange gifts. The Smithsonian, and
various Presidential Museums contain
such gifts. And there I think we can find
meaning.
In the context of giving ci a gift to a.
President or King or any kind of head of
state there is implied the recognition of
authority, of worth. (The word worship
comes from worth-ship, of course. ) To
return to our story, these indeed were
wise men. They came to worship, and
they accomplished their purpose. They
brought presents with them, because
they felt this was the way to make real
their intention. Readers of Henry Van
Dyke's The Other Wise Man," a
beautiful romantic story of a past

Today In History
By The Associated Press
lap. 21, the 21st
. .icoclaY _is Monday&!
day of 1918157T
- &re- tire'345 days
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 21, 1924, the leader of the
Russian Revolution, Nikolai Lenin, died
at the age of 54. He had suffered a
stroke.
On this date:
In 1908, New York City passed a law
making it illegal for women to smoke in
public.
In 1942, German forces under Gen.
Ernst Rommel launched a new offensive in the western African desert.
In 1950, Alger Hiss was convicted of
perjury.
In 1954, The U.S.S. Nautilus, the
world's first atomic submarine was
launched.
Ten years ago, the sale of the French
Mirage jet fighters to Libya was announced.
Five years ago, the Labor Department announced that 1974 had been the
nation's worst year for inflation since
1946.
One year ago, severe winter storms
claimed at least 17 lives in the United
States.
Today's birthdays: Golfer Jack
Nicklaus is 40. Actor Telly Sa vales is 56.
Thought for today: Let us be happy
and live within our means, even if we
have to borrow the money to do it. —
Artemus Ward, US revolution commander (1727-1800)
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C Copley Nowa Barak,

generation, can easily perceive this
thought, for the author traces a life
time of service and of giving until that
other wise man meets the Resurrected
Christ.
So, Mary's child was worshipped and
given presents, but He is not just
another head of state. To those who are
wise enough to perceive Him for who
He is, He is The King of all. The Early
Church told the story in terms of Divine
Intervention. He was sent from God
(that's the significance of the star. It
could have been a Comet or Nova,
although that does not really matter.
What matters is the recognition of His
authority.) The old story clearly shows
He was a Universal King - of Gentile
the Wise Men) and of Jew (the
shepherds) and even of those who did
not want to acknowledge Him (Herod).
"Born a child, and yet a king" wrote
Charles Wesley in his expressive hymn
"Comesthou long-expected Jesus." The
Christ of God came in the weakness of
infant life but also in the power of the
Almighty. When we see Him reigning
from the tree, we see that same truth.
To us who perceive, acknowledge, and
accept His authority His was not "just
another crucifixion" but a cosmic
event.
The quality of our response is surely
important. If it is enthusiastic support,
well and good. If it is indifferent,
apathetic or rebellious, then, not so
good! The New Year and the Old Story
offer us the opportunity to make real
our life'sintention. And, interestingly,
here we discover that we're exchanging
presents. He Himself is a gift; He gives
life. That gift is given so we may give
Him to others. But until we have given
Him our hearts, we'll never be able to
give Him to others. And now that
Christmas is over, we can understand
dearly that the greatest gift we can
receive or give is Christ. And every star
that shines in the dark of winter 1980 is
His.
See His star, and worship Him.

Attht-nt LiAlUltX741

20 Years Ago

Heartline Is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heardine, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped' self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed In this column.
HEARTLINE: I have an uncle who
lost all of his savings to a phoney stock
scheme. He called the police and an
attorney. They both said they would try
to find the guy that perpetrated this
fraud, but he may never be found. Can
you give me any more advice on this
matter? — A. R.
ANSWER: When deception has occurred, it is often too late or too- costly
to get a refund. And the fly-by-night
operators do not have permanent addresses.
City and state authorities .can levy
fines and imprison the culprit if their
ordinances and laws empower them to
do so. The Federal Trade Commission
can bring stern measure to bear.
To have law violators punished is
small compensation to the senior
citizen who has lost his or her savings.
Far better that he or she avoid the
pitfalls in the first place.
If your investigation of any
promotion scheme convinces you that
chicanery is being used, by all means
contact and report it to the Better
Busines Bureau, to the Post Office
Department or to the Federal Trade
Comission.
Look under "Federal Trade Commission" in the telephone directors of
the following cities for the addresses
and telephone numbers of the field
offices: Atlanta, Ga.; Honolulu,
Hawaii; Boston, Mass.; Cleveland,
Ohio; Dallas, Texas; Denver, Colo.;
New York, NY; Seattle, Wash.; Los
Angeles, Cal.; Son
Washington, D.C.;
Anyone can file a complaint with the
Federal Trade Commission. As much
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Cadet Ellis Ca-rtell Lassiter was killed while undergoing air
combat pilot .training in California Aug. 26, 1944. Ile formerly
made his residence near Almo with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Atmer
Lassiter.
The cadet school at Murray State College was disbanded the
week of October 5, 1944, after 22 months of operation in which more
than 1,000 pre-flight cadets hacl. received instrbction at the Naval
Flight Preparatory School. MSC student body was 411111pOSE4 141women for the greater part, perhaps 90
per cent, for most males were
.
enlisted in the war effort either as a part of the fighting machine
or engaged in productive work on farms, or industrial plants.
The parents of Pvt. Joe Rob Beale, Mr. and Mrs. Rat Beak of
Almo, were unaware their son was in France upon receiving a
telegram he was missing in action Aug. 20, 1944. His wife, Mrs.
Maxine Lampkins Beale, was notified Sept. 22 that her husband
was a prisoner of war in Germany after being captured in France.
Pvt. Beale was attached to a medium tank cavalry unit in Africa
bef?ore advancing to the•front in Italy where his outfit participated
in a major battle before moving into the southern front in France.
Te combat casualty list from Calloway County was mounting
at a terrific pace when one to two of her native sons were being
killed Weekly in defense of their country. The result had a shocking
effect on the home folks who became grimmer by the day. Were
it not for the daily news spatches indicating impending victory,.
daily life would have become stullified. In addition, those being
wounded were, being announced daily at a pace it was difficult
for neWs reports to keep abreast.
Pvt. Charlie R. Cooper, son of Lubie Cooper of Farmington.
Rt. 1, in callovray County, was killed in anion-in-France on Aug:-.11,
1944, while• attached to a heavy gun crew.- The 21 year old war
hero had been a student. at Lynn Grove High ,School before his
induction.

To Be Continued

supporting evidence as possible should
accompany the complaint. Mail to:
Secretary, Federal Trade Commission,
Washington, D.C. 20580. Or phone (202)
523-3383.
HEARTLINE: My ex-husband is
retired and drawing Social Security.
Also, I might add, he is in a very good
financial condition. We were divorced
several years ago and I received
custody of our four children, two of
which we adopts's'. He was ordered to
pay me $400 per month for the support
of the children as long as they were in
my care and under the age of 18.
Since his retirement, he has not paid
the support, although the two children
stall in my care are receiving benefits
from his Social Security. Before I
consult my attorney about this
situation, can you tell me if his Social
Security benefits can be attached or if
we can have his benefits assigned over

to the children in place of the support!
—0. P.
ANSWER: The "Social Security
Handbook" published by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare
states "Future Social Security benefits
cannot be assigned. Also, Social
Security benefits are not subject to
levy, garnishment, or attachment,
except in very restricted circumstances, such as the collection of
delinquent Federal taxes, or, by court
orders for child support or alimony
cases."
Since your husband is in good
financial condition, it would probably
be to your advantage to try to get the
money from some other of his
resources other than Social Security
benefits. However, due to the nature of
your question, we suggest that you do
consult with your attorney and also
with a Social Security counselor.

Commonwealth Consumer

Income Taxes
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Most
Kentucky taxpayers have received
their federal and state income tax
forms in the mail — the surest sign that
spring, and tax time, are just around
the corner.
You have just under three months to
obtain W-2 forms from employers and
interest records from banks and
savings and loan associations, and to
gather proof to back up itemized
deductions.
Taxpayers with more complicated
,.....aaisations may, want to
someone to prepare the return.
Any tax preparation service — from a
one-man temporary operation to a
giant firm of certified public accountants — will have less time to
spend on your return as the April 15
filing deadline approaches, so it's a
good idea to line up someone now.
Another plus for filing early is that if
you're due a refund, you won't have to
wait as long for it.
A tax preparation service may advertise that it will pay any penalty or
interest resulting from its mistake, but
the IRS considers the taxpayer
responsible for his return.
A local, part-time tax preparation
service, open for business from
February or March to April 15, may be
cheaper than a year-round operation,
but probably won't be there to help if
problems develop later.
Most professional tax preparers will
be aware of new developments in the
tax law, but you should also know about
the changes if you're planning to de the
returns yourself.
highlighted
under
They're
"Instructions for Preparing Form
1040," which you've probably already
received in the mail. More detailed
information is available from the IRS in
the free I90-page Publication 17. You
can pick it up at the nearest IRS office
Of write or call and ask for it to be
mailed.
Among the major changes from last
year's tax requirements is the increase
in personal exemptions from $750 to
$1,000.
The standard deduction has also been
raised from $2,200 to $2,300 for single
taxpayers or unmarried heads of
househ)lds; $3,200 to $3,400 for married
couples filing jointly, and from $1,600 to
$1,700 for a married person filing a
separate return.
The general tax credit has been
nng.
eliminated.levels have also been Increased, requiring a single person to
file a return if gross income is 23,300 or
more, and a married couple to file if
combined grosg..income is $5,400 or
more.
You should file a return even if you
less than those minirmans if
taxes
rnade were withheld from your
paycheck, in order to get a refund.

Other changes include repeal of the
gasoline tax deduction. You're no
longer allowed to itemize deductions for
state and local taxes on gasoline and
other motor fuels not used for business
or investment. However, the standard
mileage rate for business use of your
car or truck has been increased.
The federal child-care credit has
been extended to include payments to
relatives who are not your dependents.
You may also claim a credit if you
installed energy-saving items such as
insulation and storm windows during
1979, or solar, geothermal or windpowered equipment in your home.

Business .11irror

Glen Edward Cook, 18 year old
student at Murray State College, was
killed last night in an automobile accident on Highway 121 North between
Coldwater and Stella.
,
Other deaths reported include Mrs.
George Jones,64, and Hosie Hodges, 73.
Heart disease continues to rank as
enemy number one in Calloway County.
latest government reports show that
no less than 65.3 per cent of the county's
total mortality annually from all causes
is attributable to the cardiac vascular
group of ailments more commonly
called heart disease.
The Rev. R. A. Slinker, field man for
the Board of Missions here since 1946,
has been named District Superintendent of Missions for the Baptists in
Kentucky in the Lebanon area. He and
his wife have moved to Lebanon to
make their home.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Mohler and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Allen Russell.

30 Years Ago
The signal for the newly formed
rescue squad here will be three long
blasts on the fire siren, according to
Murray Fire Chief William Spencer. He
said at the present time one signal on
the fire siren means a minor fire, and
two blasts means that a building is on
fire.
Deaths reported include Dr.. Racine
Spicer.
Dr. Helene Hatcher will represent the
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution
at the Continental Congress to be held
April 17 to 21 at Washington, D. C.
Charles Boggess, Rob Parker, Mary
Williams, Mary Ann Grant, Julia
Fuqua, Barbara Ashcraft, Pat
Shackelford, Russell Outland and Max
Bailey will have leading roles in the
operetta, "The Tea House of Sing Lo,"
to be presersd Feb. 15 and 16 by the
Murray Training School at the Little
Chapel. Mrs. .C. S. Lowry and Josiah
Flom mon are the titreglArst,

By John Conniff

Some Beliefs
Being Shaken
NEW YORK (AP — Perhaps you've
been too involved with paying the bills
and paring expenditures and trying to
cut back on fuel usage to contemplate
what it all means.
It means, for one thing, that some
trusted American beliefs are being
shaken, perhaps to death.
The notion, for example, that family
wealth can grow each year, and the
belief that material life improves each
year, and that upward mobility is
always possible for the ambitious.
We haven't yet discarded those
notions, because they are so deeply
itribedded in our psyches. They have
been written into history books, they
are part of our literature, they are
depicted in advertisements.
We have, however, suspended them.
High energy costs are making tight
little houses more desirable than impressive mansions. And vint-size cars
are substituting for those old parlors on
wheels.
Inflation has challenged Americans
with tough decisions, but many of them
have temporarily sidestepped the
challenge by utilizing their savings
accounts and then dipping into their
credit accounts for more.
Facing the challenge has been made
all the more difficult for millions of
families because they have seen their
paychecks rise appreciably. Don't
bigger paychecks mean a higher
standard of living? They used to.
Last year, however, those big wage
increases were almost totally absorbed
by higher prices, and there is little hope
of substantially less inflation this year.
The mobility ladder has become a
treadmill.
Eventually, if they haven't already,
Americans will be forced to recognize
that many of their ingrained hopes
cannot be fulfilled, simply because the

A

United States isn't growing the way it
once did.
Productivity figures document the
slowdown. For many years following
Wold War lithe country increased its
rate of production efficiency by about 3
percent a year. Now it is down almost to
zero in some areas of manufacturing,
and there is little prospect for a quick
improvement.
One reason, economists say, is that
American industry does not have a
sufficient flow of capital to finance
production improvements. That is,
after paying for improvements in
ecology, health and other areas that do
not raise productivity immediately, if
ever.
Economists generally agree that
without productivity increases, living
standards cannot be raised. Productivity improvements, it is often explained, produce a bigger pie — a pie
big enough so that everyone can have a
bigger slice without depriving their
neighbor of his share.
But raising the capital to raise
productivity to raise living standards is
also part of the problem. Last year
Americans saved very little, the reason
being that with inflation they couldn't
save.
Some futurists say the way out of the,
Impasse is reduce material wants.

Bible Tht)ught
And he said unto me. Sn of man,
stand upon thy feet, and 1 will speak
unto thee. — Ezekiel 2:1.
A prophet must be about the Lord's
business. So must we arise to our feet
and be prepared to do the Lord's bidding.
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WINNERS CAN "SWAY" WITH THESE.

-

$400 "Tropical" Sa
vings Certificates

Bank of Murray AT Security Federal
Peoples Bank
Hopkinsville Federal Savings St Loan Assn.
THIS ONE IS COMPLIMENTS
OF THE NEWSPAPER

(Murray Branch)
Sunfest Begins
Monday February 4th

"YOUR CHANCE"
NAME

Clip and deposit
at any of the
Participating
businesses.

ADDRESS
TEL #

SUNFEST REGISTRATION

BE A WINNER!

•

YOU'LL FIND EXCEPTIONAL VALUES,
AND YOU MAY BE ONE OF THE MANY WINN
ERS!

OFFICIAL "FAMILY SUNFEST" RULES
1 YOU ARE ENCOURAGED TO VISIT, as
often as
you wish, the areas participating business s
displaying the FAMILY SUNFEST banner. Clearly print your name. address and phone number
on the YOUR CHANCE' provided by eaCh par'
ticipating business and this Newspaper
2. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. You must be an
adult. Entries are limited to one per adult • per
visit Employees of this Newspaper are not eligible to play.
3. ENTER OFTEN. There will be one or more winners each week The odds of winning depend on
the number of entries. Since this program is
strictly local in nature. the odds are more
favorable than a comparable Statewide or Natipnwide program
-4

EACH ENTRY must be on the YOUR CHANCE
REGISTRATION as provided, and must be
legibly written or hand printed. Machine
duplication or mechanically reproduced entries
will be declared void

THERE WILL BE RANDOM DRAWINGS EACH
WEEK OF THIS 10-WEEK PROGRAM.
(A) Each week the following will be awarded
a 50.00 in SUNSHINE MERCHANTSfER•
TIFICATES. (Total of $500.00 for Program ) All winners must redeem this
script no later than 7 days after the official end of this Program
b Six $50.00 U.S Savings Bonds (Total of
$300.00 for the Program)
11311N ADDITION, FLORIDA VACATION WINNERS will be selected from drawings during 10th week of the program (Ali winners
must use these vacations within 3 months
after the end of the Program.)
(C) IN ADDiTION..THE WINNERS OF THE
SAVING ACCOUNTS.will be selected from
drawings the 5th and 10th weeks
6 NO SUBSTITUTION OF PRIZES ALLOWED.
Unclaimed praes.will not be awarded All entries becipme the property of this Newspaper.
and none will be returned.
5

7. Some Travel Dates Not Available.

* ALL WINNERS WILL BE LISTED IN THIS NEWSPAPER EACH WEEK.
* ALL WINNERS MUST CLAIM THEIR PRIZES WON BY APPEARING AT THE OFFICE OF THIS NEWSPAPER NO
LATER THAN 4 DAYS AFTER -THE PUBLICATION OF THEIR RESPECTIVE NAMES. ALL PRIZES ARE FOR
WINNERS ONLY. THEY ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE!
* WINNERS MUST CLAIM -AND UTILIZE THEIR PRIZES WITHIN THE TIME SPECIED.
•

• Register at the participating businesses as many times as you
like. No purchase necessary to win. You must be 18 years of age

or older to win.
• WINNERS ARE NOT NOTIFIED. Winners names will be publishe
d every week in the store's
advertisement where they won. You must read the ads every week to find out if you have won.
If you are a winner your name and address will appear in the advertisemen
t and you have four
days to notify the newspaper.'
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Slack Taken Up For Long Haul

Racers Catch Second Wind In
Win Over Middle Tennessee

JERRY SMITH (23) drives for layup against an MTSU defender Saturday night.
Smith scored 10 points , hitting four of his six fiold goal attempts.

By IrAVID HIBBITTS
after the game. "They really
Sports Editor
hustled
Murray State coach Ron
"it was like the Spartans
Greene had been Saying for-- holding off the Carthaginians.
days that he was looking for Until we get Gary back, it was
someone on his team to sur- about as pleasing a win as
face after his team had been we'‘e had.It's going to help us
struggling for air during its down the stretch. We had a lot
injury rash last week.
of stress situations," he
The Racers may have emphasized.
gotten their second wind in a
• I was'concerned because
61-53 win over Middle Ten- the were talented and quick.
nesee State Saturday night in ( Abut the zone trap). They
were changing it a little bit. If
Racer Arena.
Of notice in the game were the trap, we don't cut to the
10 points and nine rebounds basket If they double team,
for center Allen Mann; 16 we j 4st stay."
Atttr- being in its delay
points on five-of-nine field
shooting and five-of-six free gatie for over two minutes,
throws along with eight assists Murray slowed its offense
ist to a standstill and
for forward Glen Green; 10
points on six-of-10 and two-of- waited for MTSU to commit a
two as well as five assists for foui When the Raiders did
guard Mont Sleets; 10 points just that. Smith stepped to the
on four-of-six and two-of-two line and calmly hit two shots.
Im starting to get more
for guard Jerry Smith; and
perhaps most importantly, a relaxed at the line," Smith
'tremendous defensive job by said "Before, my arms
forward Walt Davis who shut tightened up."
en in pis showering of
out MTSU forward Leroy
Coleman after he had scored act., diides after the game,
coai h Greene found a side of
17 first-half points.
If all of these statistics were- - the Racers-'- game. which
not enough to make Greene den .ainied constant attention.
'If we're going to win, we're
beam after the game,the facts
that Murray had kept its home goin.2 to win with defense," he
court slate clean and had said as he explained why took
beaten a, team previously out Smith despite some very
unbeaten in its conference hot early shooting. "His man
was - iiriving around him. He
games were.
And when forced to run its was ieaving his feet.
It was a great capper when
four-to-score offense with
Mann in serious foul trouble Jerry broke through for the
but Without. the qiikkness of ganie-ending dunk after a
injured forward GWy Hooker steal ...he offered on a
to cut through Middle's toUgh px.i.ltive note.
-r Smith and for the rest of
1-3-1 ,zone trap. Murray
:overcame some initial slop- ,tb nexperienced lineup; the
had to be a confidence
piness and iced its third OVC
.
kileier. Even when -Middle
win against one loss.
"The guys did a great job," eennesse had reared back to
Greene said in his exuberance tie the game in the critical last

Lady Racers Bow
To MTSU,Record
Dips To 9-9
The fortunes of the Murray
State,Lady Racers_may have'
i'bbeci to their'fewest poifirffifS year in an 80-62 loss to Middle
Tennessee Saturday night.
Middle Tennessee took
Murray out of the game in the
first half, breaking out to a 2717 lead and keeping it at 35-25
by halftime. The Lady
Raiders got eight points
apiece in the half from forward Sherry Smith, center
Ileana Portik and guard Ester
Coleman. Coleman finished
the game as the leading scorer
with 23 points.
"What can you say,"
Murray coach Jean Smith
asked after the game. "The:'
were a nice team. We didn't
',lay ball.
"
way we played at
Western ?nd tonight, we're in
a slump. The bits and pieces
are still there; you can tell
they've been working on it.
"It's better to hit it now.
Maybe we can come out of it.
We have got to get it back
before we get too far down.
The trouble is, we don't have a
breather on our schedule."

•

Murray guard JaniceMecr_acken was, playing well

MIDDLE TENNESSEE
fg fga ft ?la reb
5 7 2 4 4
Beck
8 14 1 2 5
Coleman
3 3 0 2 5
flarns.
2 6 0 0 2
ntts
Perry
3 12 0 0 2
Martm
.. 0 0
.0. 0
Frost
2 4 2 2 2
Thornton
0 0 0 0 0
Randolph
I 4 0_ 0 0
0 00 0 '. 0
Johnson.
TOTALS
24 54 5 1111 22

and
ga
Lou
(f
ourt
the
lea.
we
thei
MURRAY CENTER ALLEN MANN hooks over two
Middle Tennessee defenders in a 61-53 OVC victory
Saturday night. Mann scored 10 points and grabbed
nine rebounds during the game.

Mel Purcell To Face
Tanner In Exhibition

MURRAY STATE
fg fga ft fta reb p6 tp
5 95 6 5316
2 4.0 1
2 1 4
G
Da
ree
vis
n. W
3 8 4 6 9 4 10
Mann
4 6 2 2 6 0 10
Snu
6 10 3 3 3215
Sleets
Hams ,,
. 2 1 0 0 0 0 4
L- 0 0 0 3 2
Boyd.
. I
0 000 1 1 0
Snow.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Day*, M
23 4310 18 el 13 61
TOTALS
Halftime: Murray 38, Middle 31.
Technics*: None. Attendance: $.1411.
Murray's Fleet game:'Thursday, Jas. 24
at Austin Peay Stale University.
Clarksville, Team, 7:36 p.m.

THE BATTLE UNDER THE BOARDS is thick, with Murray's Herman Boyd (outside)
and Allen Mann (inside) contesting throe MTSU players.

FOR SALE

Hall Delights In Run-And-Gun
By The Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API Joe Hall said he didn't mind
playing run-and-gun with
Vanderbilt. The game was
halted 69 times for personal
fouls. so every player had
ample time to catch his
breath.
"We enjoyed the pace," said
the Kentucky.coach. "Just the
-fouls marred it.
"It was a pretty physical
game, but tkey Weren't*
malicious fouls," Hall said.
"Everyone was just overplaying defensively and
making passes for the ball and
a lot of them were innicessary
fouls on both teams."
4,

Kentucky's 106-90 victory
would have delighted any
serious student of the free
throw. 97 were attempted and
84 were made, while the field
goal went begging for long
stretches in both halves.
Vandy's Mike Rhodes, a
superb shooter who led all
scorers with 34 points, hit 11 of
14 shots from the field. NQ One
else made more than six and
the Commodores' next best
scorer from the floor was
Jimmy Gray, who hit five of
.11:
. _
Kyle Macy, who led Kentucky with 18 pointi, had jusi
three field goals in seven tries,
but sank 12-of-12 from the free
throw line.
"I'm real proud of our

kids," said Vanderbilt Coach
Richard Schmidt. "They
didn't quit, but we got into foul
trouble."
That may have been the
understatement of the night.
By game's end, Ted Young,
Willie Jones, Mark Elliott and
Pat Berwanger had been
whistled to the Vandy bench.
Not to be outdone, Kentucky's
Fred Cowan, LaVon Williams
and Jay Shidler also were
disqualified.
The 97 free throw attemptstiested the preigtout- frupp
Arena record of 88 set in
Kentucky's 109-77 victory over
LaSalle last season. Sixty-nine
fouls, however, were six fewer
than the arena record set in
that same LaSalle game.

..?
1,11,11A1114

Murray's Mel Purcell, The
No. 1 ranked college tennis in
American and now playing for
the University of Tennessee,
will meet Roscoe Tanner, the
No. 4 rated tennis player in the
world, at Austin Peay in
Clarksville, Tenn. January 29
at 7 p.m..
The meeting will be an
exhibition match to be held at
the Winfield Dunn Center. The

Virginia Boxing Commissionsanctioned tournament. He
was unable to pick up his
"champion of champions"
award, presented to the best
fighter in his division, because
he was already en route to a
hospital.
"He was in pretty bad shape
when he got up here," said
Gerald Vanston, the Cabell
County, W.Va., medical
examiner. He said the youth
"had some surgery on the
brain" in an attempt to relieve
pressure, but died Friday.
Vanston said he was not
notified of the death until
Saturday because of an
oversight.

match will follow a doubies
match, with Purcell and
Tanner paired with members
of the Austin Peay tennis
team.
An added feature is the
possibility that members of
the audience might get an
opportunity to return Tanner's
cannonball serve.
Tickets for the match can be
purchased locally at Dennison-Hunt and at the Kenlake
Tennis Center. The prices are
$2 for students and $4 for
$2.-50 414
$4.50 at the door. - •

BreaKfast

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buffet
Ali you can

eat,$1.99.
Daily 6-10 am'

SIRLOIN'
STOCKADE

•
Bel-Air Center
•
C.....•••••••••*0

1•,/,-,
Attention
Racer Club 110
Members
LI

The Racer Club will hold a regular scheduled meeting
Tues., Jan.-22 from 12:00 p.m.-1:00 p.m. at The
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Regular Lundeen For
All Racer Club Members & Guests
c-

Coach Ron Greene will reCrieW scrrutday night's- contest with Middle Tenn.
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HUNTINGTON, W.Va.
AP)— Funeral services were
to be held today for a 13-yearold Kentucky boxer who died
in. a Huntington hospital
following injuries suffered
during a recent Lenore,
W.Va.,tournament.
An autopsy report said the
boy, Harlan Hoosier of
Beauty, Ky., died from brain
contusions or bruises, which
were caused by injuries
received from boxing. Hoosier
fought his last bout without
protective headgear.
Hoosier complained of a
severe headache shortly after
he won that third and final
fight Jan. 12 during the West

CCMS Teams
Open Gym
Tonight

Tennessee Valley Authority offers for
sale the following: 52 items of used equipment located at Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231.
Some of the items consist of wood burning
heaters, bushhog, harrows, grain drills,
fertilize spreaders, electric drills, chain
saws, truck tractor, outboard motors,
and boats. All items are offered "As Is,
Where Is," to be removed by and at the
expense of the Contractor within thirty
(30)4ays from date of award.
Sealed bids will be received until 2 p.m.,
.February 4, 1980, at TVA,Bid Clerk, Divi-sion of Pur,chasing, 400 Commerce Union'
Bar* Building, Chattanooga,'Tennessee
37401. For bid forms and further details,
contact Dana Roberson, telephone area
code 502-924-5602. Sales Invitation No.
43-4167.

pf tp
4 12
3 17
0 6
3 4
3 6
1 0
4 6
0 0
1_ 2
0 0
IS 53

. odd
fina
lost
vict

13-Year-Old Boxer
Dies From Injuries

two points. She was playing,
however, with stretched
ligaments in her jaw, Smith
explained.
Murray committed
a
miserable 29 turnovers
despite outrebounding Middle,
40-35. The loss evens Murray's
record for the year at 9-9.

The Calloway County
Middle School boys and girls
teams will open their new
gymnasium against South
Marshall tonight, with the
first game starting at 6:30.
The Little Racers will also
be making their appearance of
the year sometime during the
evening, probably At halftime
of the boys game.

seven minutes, the Racers
bypassed the opportunity to
fade as they did at Western
Kentucky.
"Coach .thought since Gary
and Kenney (Hammonds)
were out,someone would have
to surface," Glen Green said.
"Offensively, it was my best
game.
"I think I'm shooting with a
little bit of confidence on it. I
had been in a little slump
earlier.
(the win) is going to help
down the road."
"Tonight will help us a lot,"
Sleets said. "Missing Gary
will help us a lot. It was giving
the bench a lot of playing time.
In the final seconds, Sleets
characterized the importance
of the win which brought relief
to the team and to the almost
packed house.
After Smith's dunk, Sleets
rushed up and embraced him
in his excitement. Then after
dribbling time off the clock, he
lofted the ball high in the air
and sprinted to the dressing
room.
got - a little happy," he
admitted a little sheepishly."I
was glad time had run Out:
For the crowd of 5,100, the
feeling was mutual. And for a
team which has grown so
much in a few weeks: time is
just beginning.
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Super Bowl Win
'City Of Champions' Claims Another Football Title
Jack on top, Stallworth and
pill before he came out there," came close.
bomb to Billy Waddy, then
Bradshaw put Pittsburgh said safety Don Shell.
handed
off to running back
didn't
surprise
"That
me
a
ahead ter stay at 24-19 with
"I think Ferragamo played
PASADENA, Calif. (API - their long touchdown toss over a super game," said Joe bit," Steelers Coach Chuck Lawrence McCutcheon, who
pitched a 27-yard option pass
Credit wide receiver John the middle.
Greene. "He threw the ball Noll said. "Nothing about the
to Ron Smith for a touchdown
surprised
Rams
me,
Stallworth of the Pittsburgh
•
well,
he called the right plays.
-I feel like I can go deep on
and a 19-17 Ram lead that
Steelers with the most outWe just had too many good especially their quarterback.
anybody
in
the
NFL.
I
have
remained that way when
fine
He's
a
one.
standing play and the most
football
placjers."
Corral missed the extra point.
outlandish -understatement of Lonfidence in my abilities,"
"I to,41 Jerry-before the
- Lambert, whose fourth",
Said Stallworth.
TheIng.play.Noll hadsatcL
Super Bowl XIV.
quarter interception sealed :tame that he would have to
But
in
victory,
the
Steelers
With 2:56 gone in the fourth
"We did what we had to in
come up with the big play,"
the victory,said the same.
offered a salute to the Rams.
period and Swann sidelined
the second half, so it wasn't a
"Ferragamo had a lot of Noll added.
with a concussion (he was
total loss," Stallworth said
'Nuff said.
calm and poise out there. Het
-I am really proud for the
cart wheeled by Pat Thomas in
after he and Terry Bradshaw Ram
played
an
excellent
football
ballclub, too. They
With 2:48 gone in the third the third quarter, Bradshaw
combined on a 73-yard,fourth- playedthei
game and I wouldn't tell you period, Bradshaw
r butts off," said
went to went to Stallworth, who had
boosted
quarter bomb that
that if he didn't."
(enter Mike Webster."I had a
Swann, unloading a bomb that faked an inside route, then had
Pittsburgh to a 31-19 victory lot of
Franco Harris capped the the lithe wide
repect for the Rams
receiver caught taken off dovmfield. The bomb
over the Los Angeles Rams.
Pittsburgh scoring with his with a leap
110W"the game. I have more
at the 2-yard line. was perfect, Stallworth
A total loss? Hardly.
second touchdown run of the He tumbled into
the end zone gathering it in at the Rams' 32
Instead, it was a fourth Super
game.
to complete the 47-yard as Thomas lunged in vain
Bowl title for the Steelers,
Los Angeles quarterback
Ferragamo was starting scoring play. It
put the then going the rest of the wa)
twice as many as anybody Vince Ferragamo was singled'--only- his eighth pro game.
He Steelers back on top 17-13.
to complete the 73-yard
elSe.
out by many Steelers.
was supposed to crack under
Undaunted, Ferragamo that put Pittsburgh ahead to
"He must have taken a cool the pressure. He never even
"Another title for the 'City
came back with -4_50-Yard- stay.
of Champions," bubbled
Pittsburgh's other wide
receiver, Lynn Swann, who
JEANNETTE ROWAN (12)shoots for two in the Lady Racers' 80-62 loss to Middle
caught a 43-yard touchdown
Tennessee Saturday night.
pass in the third quarter
•
By WILL GRIMSLEY
honor brings him a new sports Angeles Rams, beaten 31-1941.in
shortly before a jolting hit sent
up. We had doubts,
Al'Special Correspondent
car
from
Sport
Magazine,
one
the
for
of
sidelines
he
the most exciting
him to the
the first half whenespcialyn we were
added quickly:
slugfests in the 14-year history lethargic. Every time
rest of the gamme.
we'd
PASADENA, Calif. (AP)
"But I'll take it."
of the season-end ex- score, they' would come
-Just think, the next time
back
There
he
stood
It
was
on a one-foot
typical of the old bald travaganza, and the team's at us. Ferragam
we walk into that office at
o played a
Three Rivers Stadium in .podium, his bare midriff eagle of the Pittsburgh raw young quarterback, Vince super game."
showing
Steelers
beneath
Who
a
as quarterback Ferragamo.
cut-off
Pittsburgh, we'll be looking at
Altbough intercepted three
trophies," undershirt, a red baseball cap not only led his awesomely
times,
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Bradshaw produced
"This
Tigers lost top scorer Durand Conference game. King, Buck a case with four
one
was the
sitting rakishly on his head talented, hard-hitting
one of his finest perAP Sports Writer
toughest,"
Macklin to injury no more Williams, who scored 19 said Swann.
he
said,
looking
and one hand clutching a teammates to an
unDale Brown didn't like the than 22 seconds into the game. points, and Ernest
formances,completing 14 of 21
Winning image aside, the package of chewing tobacco.
Graham,
precedented fourth Super back over the Steelers' passes
odds, but he didn't mind the Early in the second half, both who added
for 309 yards and two
previous
triumphs
in
1975,1976
17, teamed up to Steelers trailed 13-10 at
Knee-deep in reporters, Bowl crown but also matched
final score ...even though he 7-foot Rick Mattick and 6-9 control the
touchdown
s passes. With his
and
last
halftime
year.
This
and
one
was
the
there
were as microphones and clicking Bart Starr's consecutive game
offensive boards
ninth touchdown pass, he
lost. In his eyes, it was a moral DeWayne Scales of ISU drew and shut off
the inside lanes to many worried looks in the cameras, he looked beat but MVP honors won in 1966 and most satisfying. I tried to
victory in the classic sense.
warn all you guys they (the moved ahead of Roger
Rose Bowl as there were happily relieved and
their fourth fouls, with Mat- the Tar Heels.
like 1967.
"We- lost our leading scorer tick leaving the game with his
Rams)
were going to be hard Staubach's Super Bowl career
That resulted in some fouls "terrible towels."
anything but the Most
He
basked in the victory
and rebounder just as the fifth with 15:57 to play.
record.
to beat.
"I was concerned at half- Valuable Player of Super limelight with
and free throw opportunites
dignity and
game started," pointed out the
It was a soothing balm for
Scales stayed on to finish for the Terps, who led 40-31 at time. I was very concerned," howl XIV.
grace.
"We had never beaten them. the guitar-thumping,
Louisiana State coach. "Then
countrysaid Steeler linebacker'Jack
with 26 points, 18 of them in the half.
was surprised to get the'
And humility - especially
They Were playing in, their singing good ol' boy
our big man fouled out early in the second half and 16.in the
from
Thad,Garner scored four of Lambert."We just didn't have MVP," said Terry Bradshaw. humility.
home city. They had never Louisiana whose
the second ball. Our next- final 10 minutes. bePanl held his 19 points
first
six
in overtime to any intensity-cm-defense"
"Usualty-if
lie didn't thrust out his
-gb" - To
been in the-Super Bowl before. years with the
Leading scorer played the rest several 10-point'leads in the heIrMichigan
Steelers wereSwann's 47-yard touchdown someone who throws three chest.
beat Ohio State,
We
He refused to gloat. He
were on the verge of marked by spectator boos
of the way with four fouls and second half,. but couldn't put the first defeat
and
in six Big Ten gave Pittsburgh a brief lead at interceptions."
had nothing but praise for his setting history.
newspaper accounts putting
we got only five free throws to the 14th-ranked Tigers,aw4' games for the Bo,ckeyes.
17-13. After the Rams moved
Then, as if recalling that the beaten adversary, the Los
"They
were really charged his intelligence under fire.
their 37."
until Clyde Bradshaw conOn top of all that, 1SU had to
verted three free throws in the
play in what Brown called final seconds. Mark Aguirre
"one of the worst gyms in the scored 31 points for the wincountry," 'DePaul's in- ners, including 13 of 14 from
By The Associated Press
It was a physical error, not a Cowens batted it out before it periods
timidating Alumni Hall.
the foul line.
and the Sonics handed
Bucks 89, Blazers 88
BOSTON (
-- The mental one."
point goal by Dave Meyers at
reached big Jack Sikma. That Boston only its third loss in 23
"And we still didn't lose
"What more do you want Boston Celtics knew what to
Brian Winters sank a 20-foot 1:15 brought Milwaukee close
"The
first
option
was
to
until the final 50 seconds...I from a ballplayer?" asked
used up one second and home starts this season. The jumper from the top of the
key and rookie Sidney Moncrief
do, but they just couldn't do it. 'Fred Brown," said Sonics
would have to say that would
Johnson scored after the Celtics
DePaul Coach Ray Meyer of
with four seconds to play to made one free throw with 36
were led by guard
As-a- result, Dennis Johnson Coach Lenny Wilkens, "but
give us a psychological ad- Aguirre. "When you go to the
ensuing throw-in.
Chris Ford, Who scored 26 enable Milwaukee to end a seconds left.
got off a three-point field goal D.J. or (Gus) Williams were
) vantage If we happen to meet free throw line 14 times, that
"Dave overhustled," Fitch points including
that tied the game for Seattle other options. My main worry
five three- three-game losing streak.
Moncreif then deflected a
DePaul again," said Brown, shows me.somethipg. It shims
said. "The ball came.in to.Sik- pointers.
Ron Brewer scored eight layup attempt by the Blazers'
•
at the final buzzer,- and the was that the Celtics would foul
obviously thinking ,.of a
ma and Dave knocked it back
you're not just' standing SuperSonics went on to beat
points in the last 452 for the Kermit Washington and came In Sunday's only other NBA
before we got off the shot."
possible shot at the Blue around."
out instead of letting Sikma game, the
Blazers, and his baseline jump up with the loose ball, setting
double
108-106
Milwaukee Bucks
Celtics
in
the
However,
Fitch
veteran
said
Demons in the NCAA tourget it and thenfouling him."
'The
Maryland
Terps overtime Sunday in a National
shot gave Portland an 88-83 the stage fOr Winters' winning
edged the Portland Trail
nament.
After Johnson's heroics Blazers 89-88,
weren't standing - around, Basketball Association game. center Dave Cowens comlead with 2:16 left. A three- basket.
mitted
a
mental
error.
After
All this haptiened Sunday in either, Sunday, taking the
before a packed Garden crowd
t.
"We wanted to foul," Boston the Sonics called a timeout
what Brown called a "gutsy, measure of ninth-ranked
of 15,320 and a national
Coach - Bill Fitch said. "We with three seconds left to set
gutsy effort," a 78-73 loss to North Carolina 92-86 in one of
television audience, Williams
planned on fouling, but we
the nation's top-ranked
many upsets over the couldn't get to the ball in time. up the final shot, Seattle tried scored 12 of his game-high 29
to throw the ball inbounds and points in the two overtime
college basketball team.
weekend.
Starting with the • disadAlbert King's 28 points led
vantage of playing in
Maryland past North Carolina
DePaul's gym, Brown's in a tense Atlantic
Coast
arranged a subsequent Games cannot be shifted froth
By The Associated Press
meeting between represen- Moscow.
The U.S. Olympic Com- tatives of his organization and
"There is no question of
mittee, facing an appeal by Ireland's Lord Killanin,
their being moved to another
President Carter and sharply president of the International
venue,7 Killanin was quoted
'rirvideif
--fedffI
--- titaary*IV*Tlitiet orf
By The Associated Press
Cal-San
ta
Barbara 76, San Jose St. 66,
American athletes, will meet discuss "all aspects of this
Saturday's Results
St. John's, N.Y. 71, Georgetown,
"This is a time for cool heads
D.0
OT
69
FAST next weekend to consider the difficult
and ,sensitive and quiet voices."
Fresno
St.
68,
Cal-Irvine
Baltimore 72, West Chester 54
53
St. Joseph's, Pa.-54, Lafayettell
possibility of not sending a situation."
Idaho 63, Montana 62
Boston Col. 40, Georgia Tech 37
St. Peter's 69,Seton Hall 51
Boston U.82. New Hampshire 59
He again said, asrhe did last
Idaho St.42, No.Arixona 58
team to Moscow for the
Temple 67, La Salle 62
The meeting with Killanin
Nebraska Si,Colorado et
RIO. Rochester El
Vermont74,Robert Morris 59
Summer Olympic Games.
was scheduled to take place week, that the 1980 Games
Canisms 77,St. Bonaventure 70
New Mexico 73,San Diego St.72
"That will be one matter Feb. 8, 9 or 10 at the IOC were awarded to the Soviet
Catholic 70, Colgate 55
Notre Dame BO, UCLA 73
Connecticut 73, McNeese St.69
Villanova 65. Penn 51
Oregon St. 09, Washington 84
discussed, among others," meeting at bake Placid, N.Y., Union in 1974, and unless the
Drexel 76, Northeastern 73
Yale 60, Navy 58
Portland 85, Air Force 74
• says Col. Donald F: Miller, according to a statement from Soviets break the terms of that Duquesne 73, West Virginia 66
San Diego 70, Pepperdine 63
SOUTH
binding agreement, the
Fordham 81, Cornell 41
Alabama 80,Florida 62
San Francisco 89,Loyola 75
executive director of the Miller.
Alcorn St. 93,Texas So.82
George Mason 85, Rider 73
Santa Clara 87,Gonzaga 71
Games cannot legally be
USOC.
"All
options
and
"The
_USOC
has
trust
in
a
George Washington 75, Massachusetts
Auburn 58, Georgia 53
Seattle 73, Puget Sound 60 •
alternatives will be properly representing our American moved.
64 *
Clemson 88, Virginia 66
Utah 54, Wyoming 39
Duke 67, N.C. St. 56
Hotstra 73, Delaware 69
Utah St. 100, Long Beach St. 92,OTdiscussed."
athletes in the international
"This does not mean that I
Washington St. 62,Oregon 52
Holy Cross 76, Rhode Island 73
E.Kentucky in,Akron 79
At this time as well, the Olympic movement - both or the IOC are condoning the
Iona 98, Niagara 74
Weber St. 91, Nevada-Reno 65 .
Furman 82,Citadel 55
lielugh 73, American 68
Sunday's Results
Jacksonville 62, Ala-Birmingham 52
USOC will poll thousands of the athletes of this generation political action taken by the
EAST
Lonoaland U.60. CCNY 59
James Madison 63, Towson St. 57
prospective American and, those
of
future host country," Killanin, in a
Bridgeport 80. New Hampshire 77
Manhattan Si, Army 54
Kentucky 106, Vanderbilt 90
Olympic athletes in hopes of generations," said Miller. weekend interview in Dublin,
Penn State 75, Rutgers 66
Hunter 87, York 82
Louisiana St. 75,Tennessee 74
St. Francis, N.Y. 56, St. Francis, Pa.
SOUTH
Louisville 76, Tulane 59
getting a feel of the national "We believe that the said of Russia's recent
54
Georgia St. 77, Virginia ComMemphis St. 57,St. Louis 49
_ pulse on the subject.
President of the United States military intervention in
monwealth 71
Mississippi 75, Mississippi St. 64
Maryland 92. N.Carolina 86
Morehead St. 83,Tennessee Tech 67
In addition to the USOC recognizes that trust."
Afghanistan. "But if we
MIDWEST
N.C.-Wilmington 76, Campbell 70
affair' in Colorado Springs,
Killanin, meanwhile, has started to make political
NE Louisiana 65,Georgia So.59
DePaul 78, Lousiana State 73
National Basketball Assorted's
Colo., on Jan. 26 and 27, Miller reaffirmed his insistence that judgements it would be the
Old Dominion 68,Syracide 67
At A Glance
Rollins 15, Dartmouth 55
said Sunday that he has the 1980 Summer Olympic end of the Games."
By The Associated Press
Samfofd 80,
By GARY MIHOCES
AP Sports Writer

Bradshaw Named MVP For Second Straight Year

LSU Coach Feels DePaul Loss
'Victory In The Classic Sense'
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Celtics Just Couldn't Do What Was Needed Against Son
ics

U.S. Olympic Committee To
Meet To Consider Boycott

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Specials

Saturday's College Basketball Scores__

Captain D's

NBA Standings

iat participating Captain D's,

Captain D's

;$44

Captain D's
Buy Om,Cot Onallree

ITT y..1 gee The Chipper-two goldow fish flew fraud Maw
slate amid too Heathers style Intahpyritos
peens9
4
th‘e wee"' - Offer Good Now Through Jan. V

•

Eastern ()interact
Atiaatle Divisions
.29 L
Pct.
Philadelphia
35 11
.7irtBoston
34 12
739
New York
32 V
449
Washington
10 25
444
New Jersey
19 29
.398
Central Polska
Atlanta
28 21
571
San Antonio
25 24
.510
Houston
23 24
419
Inctiane
n 25 .441
Cleveland
21 38
.429
Detroit
13 35
.271
Western Cederesee
Midwest DIvisise
Kansas City
30 21
SN
Milwaukee
29 n
540
Chicago
19 31
.340
Deriver
17 34
.333
Utah
15 36
300
Peeffie Divides
Seattle
X 13
.735
Lou Angeles
34 15
.894
Phoenix
32 17
.663
Seri Diego
27 25
3311
Portland
3427
.471
Golden State
15 33
3
Setursloy's Games
Detroit 111, Houston 110
Indiana IX, Kansas Qty 193
Philadelphia 111, Qeveland 107
Chicago 117, Denver 108
San Antonio 130, Washington 117
Utah III, Golden State 10
Phoenix 137, San Diego 123
Ileadara Data
Seattle 109, Boston 1811, 2 OT
Milwaukee 011. Portland N
Meailay'aGisse
New York at Las AIM.
Tessilay's Gasses
Houston at Boston
Washington at Cleveland
Son Diego at San Antonio
Detroit at Chicago
Moats at Kansas City
Milwaskee at 1.1t111

Mercer 70
S.Carolina 69, E.Tennessee 58
S.Carohna St. 90, Baptist 72
GB
SW Louisiana86.1,Miesissippi 77
Tenn.-Chattanooga 61,Davidson 54
1
Tennessee St. 90, Florida A&m 77
144
Tougaloo 66, Xavier, La.64
14%
Wake Forest 87 Appalachian St 61
17
W.Carolina 76. Marshall 67
W.Kentucky 95, Austin Peay 71
William & Mary 82, Richmond 81
3
611DIVEST
4
Ball St. 71, Miami,Ohio 57
5
Bowling Green 74, Toledo 71
7
Bradley 57, Wichita St. 51
14%
Cent. Michigan 61, E.Michigan 59
Cleveland St. 87,Siena 80
Creighton 76, New Mexico St. 69
Drake HD,Tulsa 92
2%
-Illinois 69, Wisconsin 64
12
Illinois St. 72,centenary 51
13
Indiana 81, Northwestern 72
14%
Kansas St.61, Kansas 52
KentSt, 70, W.Michigan 69,201
Kenyon 62,Oberlin 51
2
Marquette 74, Florida St.64
4
Michigan 75,Ohio St. 74,01
104
Michigan St. 75,Iowa 67
13
Minnesota 67, Purdue61
20%
Missouri 69,Oklahoma St.64
Nevada-Las Vegas at Oklahoma City,
PPd
N.Rlinois69, Ohio U.65
Oklahoma 93, Iowa St. 7$
Oral Roberts 91, Wis.-Milwaukee Ai
Pittsburgh 78, Evansville 70
Virginia Tech 61,Cincinnati 59
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 60, Houston 57
• Lamar 86,Pan American 79
Texas4MM.Rice65
trtorr2I, Texas Weal.6;
.
a•
Texas El-Paso IS, Hawaii 72
Texas Tech 89, Baylor 67
W.Texas St. 79,So.Minois 65
FAR WEST
Arizona 86,Southern Citifornia Al
Brigham Young 164, Colorado St C
California 77,Stanford 09

."=X

Transactions

Weekend Sports Transactioae
By The Associated firell-'COLLEGE
ARIZONA STATE - Named'Robert
E. Baker: offensive backfield coach;
Ronald Chisrnar, offensive tackles and
tight ends coach; George Dyer, defensive coordinator; Maurice Forte,
receivers coach; C.T. Hewgley, offensive centers and guards coach and
recruiting coordinator; and Dan Underwood,linebacker coach.

Golf Scorps
Phonate Gill Scores
PHOENIX (API - Final scores and
money-winnings Sunday in the 1310,920
Phoenix Open Golf Tournament on the 6,716 yard, par 71 Phoenix Country Club
merle:
Jeff Mitchell, $54.000
01474647-272
Rik Mastengale, 232,400
73-714745-276
lake Sulliven, $30,400
66-71-7249--177
Two Kite, $11,310
01-73-7046-171
Bill Roger., $11,310
11640•7348-2711
Jack Renner,61010
11146-73.70-278
Quirks Coody, $11,310
8648•71-70-2711
Rod Curl.$11,310
rztt,
66•73•7346-279
Ben Crenshaw,$7,800
71-714946-279
Dan Pohl, 17.800
17-734049-279
Hobert Green,47,0
67-7146.73-479

Angel of
Mercy
Ambulance Service
would like to thank you for your patronage over the,
past 6 years.
Although we are no longer providing ambulance service to the Murray area, we still have hospital supplies available. Payment on
outstanding accounts can be sent to P. 0. Box 844, Murray, Ky.
.•
Hospital supplies may be obtained by-calling 753-3393 orIiihting
to P. 0. Box 844. We also have medicare forms which we can fillout
at P. 0. Box 844.
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EltiEWIL RECAST
4-H'ers Complete Project Work,
Submit Records For Judging

Public May Comment On
Experimental Rural
Clean Water Program
— WASHINGTON
The
public has until Januar) 21 to
comment on proposed rules of
the U.S. Department of
Agriculture to_carry out the
experimental rural clean
water program authorized by
Congress last year.
: Ray
Fitzgerald,
Administrator of USDA's
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service, said the
program provides long-term
financial and technicak

We've
Got
the Shield
For your
Life•Health-Home
Car•Farm.Business
LOOK TO THE SHiELO

Ronnie Noss
and
Danny Ross

210E
Main

753-04IW
_,u Mats

absistancii, to owners and
operators having control of
agricultural land. The purpose
of the program is to install and
maintain best management
control
practices
to
agricultural nonpoint source
pollution for improved water
. quality, Fitzgerald said. -

Fitzgerald said Congress
directed that funds provided
for the program are to beused
only for highest priorit)
projects in geographical areas
to be seerted primarily from
applications previously
submitted telhe secretary of
agriculture and approved by
him in consultation with the
administrator
of
the
Environmental Proteetion
Agency.
Fitzgerald anticipates some
projects will be announced
next month.
Comments on the proposed
rules should be sent to Alan
Duriek, Director, Conservation and Environmental.
Protection Division, ASCS,
USDA, P.O. Box 2415,
Washington, D.C., 20013. All
AS..S Program are ad-ministered _without regard to
race, color, sex, or national
origin.

Plan it your way

...with a PCA operating loan.
Go ahead and make your plans
has the flex,bility to tailor loarrter•-,
for tarn and family And if those
and repayment to tit your par-,
Plans call for a loan, large or
cula• plan We near you tar
small. come to PCA Your
.ng We understand Were
%."Nir
Production Credit Associa.
"'....r ••
committed to helping you
ton is a financial coachieve your goals And
operAtrve Mat speciakzes_in
*:t your s0Y79 program
.tiffrieArettrialifetirraliWw var
—-=.
7:
ciir.AitIM
rates to agricultural producers
it your way.
PCA. leaders in (arm financing
•

.;-1 '-

Jackson Purchase PCA.
.

3115/i dtbSt.
hiurray,ILy.7534402 -

LET'S TALK. *

TERRY SLEDD,son of Mr. and Mrs..Joe Sledd of Stella
has been elected as vice president of the Purchase Area 4II Teen Council. He has been a member of 4-H for eight
years, has completed projects in geology, electricity, and
woodworking; and has been a member of the Calloway
County 4-H tobacco judging team being a state winner for
two years. This year Sledd was selected to represent
Calloway County at the Fontana Resource Development
Conference inFontana,North Carolina.

Varieiy, Flavor and Convenience
Make Sausage a Modern-Day Favorite

While convenience products are usually acsociated
with modern cooking, sausage
has been making cooking easier throughout history. In
fact, this pioneer of promsed foods, that was used as a
means of preserving .meat
long ago, is one of today's
most popular convenience
foods.
The name "sansage" comes
—from.The Rankin word,-"salsus" which means salted or
preserved meat. Recorded
history reveals that various
types of sausages were popular in early Greece and
Rome. By the Middle Ages,
sausage making had become
an art with "wurstmakers".,
becoming famous throughout
Europe for their distinctive
ways of spicing and Processing meats.
Sausage played an important role in this country's development for it provided
nourishment when food sup•'1
- 416.6

". -

•zait-c

Meaty Things
To Write For

Always glad
to see you...
Always ready,
to help...
The way we see it.. you're not just our
customers...you're our friends. We know how important your farm is to you.. and we'll take a
special interest in helping you with your special
farm needs,,losuse, ..:- -..!'nagement, or just a bit of
aounrladVice.tat's talk. alb

Bank of Murray

I

Polish Sausage Platter
11
/
2 .pounds smoked pork
sausage ;large linki, cut
in 12 pieces
6 slices bacon, cut in I
inch pieces ^
large ottion,•-halved arid
sliced
1 am,beer
1 medium head cabbage.
; -finely sliced
2 teaspoons sugar
11
/
2 teaspoons salt
ss teaspoon pepper
2 tablespoons flour
cup'hot water
• 6 hot boiled potatoes
parsley. snipped
- Pan-fry bacon in Dutch
oven until crisp, remove to
absorbent paper and reserve.
Pour off all but 1 tablespoon....
drippings. Add sausage,onion
and beer; cover and cook slow
ly 15 minutes. Add cabbage.-

Getting settled
made simple.

107 N. 4th
753-4937
Representing
Federal Kemper
Insurance Company
-,•
a

..•
I

I GO_OD,,IWAR
SERVICE STORES

•
:
r MiL2-4...7.1\1167."."121Lad

LIFETIME• LIMITED

12-MONTH
TUNE-UP

WARRANTY

Goodyear Muffler.
$2988

4188 4688 4988
8-cyl

8-cyl

r:v1
f

- ii.ctroecc ignition:
Points and C001/11111Of
are not required. Air pa
is set where newoired
Subtract 54 for can
sive eiertronic ignition

• Check charging and starting systems • install new rotor
spark plugs, points, and condenser • set dwell and tuning
• Check, lubricate and adiust choke as needed • Adjust
cartrinotor • Additional parts 11-sersices 'stria if needed
Any time within one year 01 your tune-up. bring your
invoice and 'Free Engine Analysis' certificate back
to the Goodyear Service Store that performed the original
work. They'll give your car an electronic check-up, and it
any parts replacement or adjustment is needed. and was
part of the original tune-up. Goodyear will fix it free of
charglieliffeis.tree analyses

on most
U & bars
Additional part*
and Orifices
lifetime As long
extra
If
as
needed
own the Cl,
you, the
original purchaser.
Meets or
tions • exceeds ail US auto
Covered upon
car
specificafailure dine
vir0,107sanalliri,
be
010wOut5, rust or 10 MitertS1111.
rested of
wear
misuse or
(Cannot
accident)

POWER
MAINTAIN STOPPING

Brake Service-Your Choice
'
.

WARRANTED
NI Dart OR
3.1191111ILES
INNICHEYEA
COWES FIRST
4 •

additionei pa.rts
and services
esti' if needed

-'1111

4-ellifflOatilaili install new
Install
newels
211115ft FRONT 1115Ci
Piste lining, all 4 gasis
pads and
n e se front brake
• Slew front r4.44• Inv
trout
Alleurl•Ce
drums
Resurface
arsine seals •
*keel 00 •
• inreier4 •..Repwe front
pock front bearings
3Titirig •
beatings•Inspod angers wee
WW1 hydraulic
fluid
hydraulic system • Ada
fluid
Add
rear wheeisi
Woos not include
Datsun. Toyota, VW
.Most US cell, most
eliefteler woes first
ones,
12,500
Warranted 13 semen an

$11588

PROTECT MOVING PARTS

Lube and
Oil Change
40,

• Front-End Alignment ant.
FREE tire rotation Parts and
additional services extra if needed Most
S cars • Foreign cars al our
Option • Front wheel drive and Chevettes extra • InSpect and rotate
all tour tires • Set caster, canitter. and toe-in to proper alignment
• Inspect suspension and steering systems.
shale NO

chased Offer does not cover the replacement of tires andior parts that
become worn or damaged Agreement void if service work affecting
the alignment is performed by any
other Outlet

•LIFETIME ALIGNMENT—For at long
as you own your car, we will recheck
and align the front end. If needed,
every six months or 5,000 miles — or
whenever needed. Valid only at the
Goodyear Service Store where pur-

$588

Includes up to Ave quarts
major brand 10/30 oil
Oil alter extra lf, needed

• Chassis lubrication and
oif change
• Includes light trucks
•Please call for
appointment

MIXDON'T
GET
TCHSWTITUHCGKO.O.D.
OR oAA
YEAR ,

READY

REGULAR TIRES

SNOW TIRES

Smooth-Riding Power Streak

Da•p-BItl.pg Suburbanite Polyester

• Deep -cleated,
grooved treed for pull
power when you need It
• Four full piles of welyeeter
cord for snow tie
strength and dependability
all winter long

Fees FIT
PAIR
per est, ait
FDIC' ewe

liteMerell
Mal

PAO
BM
eV- I 3
219.05
pa
C7$-14
pri
$2.46
P711-14
$2.61
076-14
IN
$2.17
14711-14
01
$2.62
-070-15
NS
5291
SO
475-15
Waltewells Airsliabb AI Lew

• Diagonal ply construction
polyester cord body
perfect matcn for
Suburbanite Polyester
•goadisrIpping
treed does Its share
for winter go

2$4790

"

A71113 blackwall, plus 51 7$
FIT per tire, no trede needed

Bob Nanney
Insurance
Agency

of

WE'RE OPEN AT 7:30 A.M.
AVM SePrViel CtP4T"

No•

Keep up the
good driving.
Ask us about
lifetime auto
renewal at age
65 —offered
by Kemper
to its auto
Policyholders.

Champion; Mitzi Coles, Jennifer Jarrett, East Win- Champion.
Superstars 4-H Club, Fonds 11, ners 4-H Club, Foods Ill, Blue
Four-H'ers submitting
Blue; Lori Burkeen, Penny and Champion, Speech, Blue;
Loafers 4-H Club, Babysitting, Leland Steely, Superstars 4-H Senior project records were:
Blue, Horse, Blue and Club, Beef Breeding Herd, Peglay Bassford, Calloway
Champion, Pattern Magic, Blue and Champion, Lawn County Horse Club, Horse,
Blue and Champion; Carla
Blue, Foods I, Blue and Care, Blue and Champion.
Champion, Drawing, Blue and
David Grady,Stella Stars,4- Beach, Penny` Loafers 4-H
Champion, Painting, Blue and H Club, Puppets, Blue and Club, Clothing, Blue and
Champion;
Champion, Desert Dish Champion; Deana Cun--Gaye Martin, Superstars 4- Garden, Blue, Terrarium. ningham, Food Preservation.
H Club, Knitting HI, Blue and Blue and Champion, Speech. Blue and Champion.
Champion, Sportswear, Blue__Blue, Growing
The 4-H Club is an
Annual
and Champion, Dairy, Blue, Flowers, Blue and Champion, organization for youth. It is
Foods III, Red, Woodworking, Propagating House Plants, open to all regardless, of race,
Blue, Arts &- Crafts, Blue; Blue,`' Foods H, Blue and color, sex or creed. For morr
Debbie Key, Penny Loafers 4- Champion; Staci Tidwell, information contact the
H Club, Babysitting, Blue; Superstars 4-H Club, Dairy, University of Kentucky
Rachel Garland, East Win- Blue, Foods II, Blue, Cooperative Extension Serners 4-H Club, Rabbits, Blue CroCheting.
and vice,753-1452.
Blue
and Champion,- Beekeeping,
Blue and Champion;
, Chuck Martin,Superstars 4H Club, Dairy, Blue, Bicycle
Safety, Blue, Woodworking.
Blue and Champion; Amy
Carraway, Penny Loafers 4-H
Now-town dilemmas fade
Club,-Desert Dish, Blue and
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
Champion, Terrarium, Blue;
As your &Wass, its my job to help yen make the
Sherri Tidwell, Superstars 4-H
most of your now neighborhood. Our shoppiag areas.
Club, Dairy, Red, Foods I,
Community epportinitias. Special aftracticas. Lots
Blue; Leigh Ann Steely,
of facts to sass you time and mealy.
Superstars 4-H Club, Pattern
Pins a basket of gifts for your family.
Magic,- Blue and Champion,
I'll ba listening for your call.
Breakfast,Blue;
Joanna -Gibbs-, Penny
apiri
e
e
--Loafers 4-H- -Bicycle
Mary Hamilton 753-5570
Inge King 492-8348
Safety, Blue and Champion;

11

ity in recent years. This recipe brings it to the table in
an especially tasty entree.

country grew, sausage makers continue cooking,
covered.
began producing sausages as 15 minutes. Blend flour and
they remembered from Eu- water, stir into cabbage
mix rope, plus developing new ture and cook, stirring
until
prOducts appealing to tastes _thickened,fold in bacon
and
of the -Nevi-Wail&
- serve on hot platter with boiled potatoes sprinkled with
Over 200 Choiccs
'snipped
parsley.6 servings.
. Today, there are over 200
types of sausages available.
reports ;he National Live Pep Up With Pork Stock and Meat Board. While
Impressive is pork's vita
variety may be the spice of min and mineral content. It
life, in sausage making, it is is an excellent source of the
spice that makes the variety. B-vitamins, thiamin, ribofla
For dozens of spices are used yin, niacin, B6 and B12. Thia
in varying amounts and com- min deserves special mention
binations to give individual for pork contains three times
sausages their distinct flavors. as much thiamin as any other
Also contributing to each food Source. This important
sausage's characteristics are B vitamin helps the body get
the meats used and the pro- energy from carbohydrates.
cessing method employed. It's often called the "pep" viPolish sausage. or Kielbasa, tamin for it is associated with
has been growing in popular- a healthy nervous system and
vitality. Thiamin also promotes good- appetite and aids
in digestion and assimilation
of food.

Ground pork can add a new
dimension to family meals, if
you give it a climax. Since
ground pork is not always dis.
played at the meat counter,
it is too often overlooked as
a menu possibility. Then too,
a cook may be a bit uncertain as to how to prepare this
nutritious, fine-flavored meat.
Actually, a cook -who passes up ground pOlk is missing many .delicious and economical meals. The necessary
"know how" can easily be
acquired by obtaining a free
folder-"Great Ideas for
Ground Pork"—made available by the Pork Industry
Group of the National Give
Stock and Meat Board. This
colorfully illustrated, file-size
folder provides 10.flavor-paCked recipes .using ground pork..
- For your cop)t, se.M"rielT
addressed, stamped envelope
to :'Great Ideas for Ground
Pork," Dept. CTC, Pork In
dustry. Group, 444 North
Michigan- Avenue, Chicago,
1160611. - .

From The Desk Of
Jane H.Steely
County Extension
Agent for 4-H
F.,ar-Ifers in Calloway
C .lity have recently comp,. c,I their project work and
sulimitted their records
h.
f, • .atiging.
who completed
project records and awards
veil were:
John Warren Nig, Penny
Loafers 4-H Club, Tobacco,
Blue and Champion, Tractor
Safety, Blue and Champion,
Traditional Garden, Blue and
Champion;
Dana
Cunningham, Penny Loafers 4-H
Club, Canning, Blue and
Champion,Simple Dress, Blue
and Champion; Michelle
Jarrett, East Winners 4-H
Club. Babysitting, Blue,
Photography, Blue and
Champion, Speech, Blue and
Champion;
Dwain McKinney, Superstars 4-H Club, Diary, Blue
and Champion; Rhonda Kerr,
Penny Loafers 4-H Club,
Stitching Fun, Blue and
Champion, Knitting I. Blue
and Champion; Mark Bazzell.
Babysitting, Blue, Home
Furnishings, Blue
andChampion, Growing Anneal
Flowers, -Blue, Propagating'
House Plants, Bfeue and

se

for
A7813blackivall, plus Si 55
FIT per tire and old tires

DladersN
Sian

711

PAill
rum

PI" m
eid
tirs sae
war

$36.50
975-13
C75-14
5e6.00 ,..,_
S75.110
F76-14
777.410
075-14
1176-14
$1112-10
$61.10
078-15
11116.40
1178-15
Whitewalls Slightly

$171
$1 53
12.23
$236
$2.61'

$246
$266
Nigher

RAIN GNI= - If we sell out of your sire we will Issue you a
yertIsed rks
at
rain ch S aSsurIn future deli

Just Say 'Charge It'
=30=
WI:Mtn

Goodyear Revolving
Charge Account

Use any of these 7 other ways to buy Our Own Cus
tomer Credit Plan • Master Charge • Visa • American
EXPrellS Card • Carle Blanche • diners Club • Cash

THE GOODYEAR PROMISE
• WE HONOR OUR AUTO Sylvia WANRANTY WailanvIDE
• WE DO PROFESSIONAL WORN
• WE NETUNN WORN-OUT PANTS
•WE DO ONLY THE ARM YOU AUTHORIZE

WARRANTY. All Goodyear service is
warranted for at least 90 days or
3,000 Miles, Whichever Comes first --many services, much longer If warranty service IS ever required. go to
the Goodyear Service Store where

the original work was performed,
and we'll fix it, free if, however, you
are more than 50 miles from the original store, go to any of Goodyear's
1400 Service Stores nationwide.

Goodyear,Service Store
SW.laws: 7:31 Mak well IMO p.m. Mon.-Sat.
2th Murray

Store Manager, Norman Hagedorn

753-0595

a
c
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While Filling In On Night Shift

Convenience Store Clerk Shot To Death
RICHMOND, Ky.(AP)- A
22-year-old convenience store
clerk who was shot to death
while working last week
normally worked,the day shift
and was filling in for the
regular night clerk when shr
was murdered. ^'Rebecca O'Hearn died early
morning at a
Friday
lüigtoo hospital from a

ng
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se,
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HELP FOR SMALL BUSINESSES-Dr. Rex F.Galloway left), chairman of the Department of Management at Murray State University and director of the Small Business Institute ISBI program on the campus, looks over materials for the program with Dr. David
1. Eldredge (standing dean of the College of Business and Public Affairs, and Dr. R. B.
Barton. Jr., associate professor of management and coordinator of student-counselors for
the SBI program. Student-counselors are assigned to work with qualifying businesses
through the progrinflo provide management assistance counseling. The SBI program is
carried on by about 400 schools across the nation through the U.S. Small Business Administration.

By TOM WELLS Associated Press Writer
BOGOTA,Colombia(AP)
At least 147 persons were
killed and more than 500 injured when crowded wooden
bleachers Collapsed during a
bull-running in Sincelejo, in
-north ColoMbia;officials said.
The bleachers, an extension
upward of the grandstand at
Colombia's largest bullring.
were supported by long beams
sunk into the ground. Officials:
said recent heavy rains sofprovides
valuable
tened the ground, and the
management counseling
beams gave way under the
assistance which many
weight of the crowd.
owners could not otherwise
An estimated 40,000fans had
afford."
packed the bullring Sunday
Although the SBI was
afternoon. Witnesses said
initially established primarily__
about
3,000 were in the five
to assist SBA loan recipients,
the program has been ex- sections that crashed down.
The tragedy occurred as the
panded so that other types of
small businesses may be fans were excitedly cheering
scores of youths and men in
considered for help, Galloway
the ring running from several
added.
bulls before the start of the
Business owners interested
bullfights.
in the service may contact Dr.
"We were at the eastern-end
Rex F. Galloway
in0 the _grandstand when
suddenly I
Department' of Management-noticed that one of the sections
at Murray State or Forest D. .
began to fall backwards, and
Haynes, Jr., management
then the other four fell,
assistance specialist in the
trapping thousands of perSBA office in Louisville.
sons," said one of the spectators, Eduardo Ruiz.
Some of the victims were
impaled on the splintered
beams; others were trampled
by panicstricken survivors.
Robert 0. Miller issued the
The Sincelejo hospital and a
proclamation as part of an local health center_ _ were
efforT by • the Kentucky unable to. handle all of • the
Association
of Student casualties, Many were taken
Financial Aid Administrators to, the neighboring towns
of
to--inform students- and-ti--earozal, Ceretecind-Sa
inpues.T---parents of grant, loan, em-• The local institutions said they
ploYment, and scholarship had 97 bodies. The hospital in
opportunities.
Corozal said it had at least 50.
. Joyce Gordon, coordinator
Police cordoned off the
of - student employment at Sincelejo hospital to keep back
Murray State University, said thousands of persons seeking
assistance is available for information about relatives
students who qualify. She and friends. Many in the
emphasized that students crowd wre hysterical.
should be making their apPublic Health Minister
plications now for the 1980-81 Alfonso Jaramillo mobilized
school year.
government health personnel
Anyone who needs an ap- in the region and ordered
the
plication- or , additional in- collection of emergency
formation should write or visit stocks of medicine and
the Student Financial - Aid blankets.

CORN-AUSTIN'S
FINAL MARKDOWN
WED. 23RD 830

Hall, Murray State University, Murray,Ky.,42071.

OPERA
An opera workshop _including: Act II - of "Don
Pasquale," the quintet from
Act II of "Carmen" and Act!
of "Die Fieclerrnaus," will be
performed by students- and
faculty from the . Music
Faculty. at Murray State
University. The workshop will
be held in the Farrell Recital
Hallof theFfite Arts Center on
the Murray State campus on
Tuesday, Jan. 22. The
workshop is open to the public
at no admission charge.

•••••••.••••

South
Side
Restaurant'
Satisfied Customers
Bc & Pc

Compact Hi-F1
Stereo Buys

Buy Now! Get $25 or $50 Worth of Radio Shack Recording
Ta
AT NO EXTRA COST with Purchase of one of these
r Stereo Compacts!

Our Best Stereo Compact!
With Dolby* for Tape & FM
Ciarinette. -110 by Realistic•

5

• Hi-Ft Specs! 12
watts/channel, min.
RMS at 8 ohms from
20-20,000 Hz,0.8% T HD

Stereo cassette player recorder with
dual VU meters. belt-drive changer,
magnetic cartridge, stereo receiverall-in-one' Dolby system improves
sound on tapes and Dolbytzed FM
13-1205

•TtA Dolby Laboratories

Versatile System with 8-Track and Cassette
Clarinette-101 by Realistic

Bogota, is near the-Caribbean
coast and the capital of.Sucre

Our Annual
Business &Industry
Progress Salute Section

For good food at
reasonable prices,
with a homey,
friendly atmosphere
visit

JzsI

Week Is Designated
To Financial Aid

It's Coming

$10,000 reward tor information cony'Onienee store.robberies in
leading to the arrest and
December, Lane said.
conviction of those involved, Thursday's robbery was the
Miss Applegate said.
first one this month, he added.
Miss
Applegate - has
Miss O'Hearn graduated
returned to her job as night from Eastern Kentucky
clerk, but an armed security .University with a degree ii
guard also watches the store. agriculture in August. • She
She said she wouldn't be there started working at the Mimi
without the guard. •
Mart about that time.
Miss O'Hearn was working
She was the daughter of
at The ntt Mart last Dec. 12 Gwendolyn Jones O'Hearn
when another armed robbery and Charles O'Hearn, both of
occurred there.
Richmond had a series of

At Least 147 Killed, 500
Wounded As Bullring
Bleachers Collaspe

Department Of Management
At MSU Associated With SI31
The
,Department
of are associated with the SE11,
Management of the College of and about 400 of the nation's
Business and Public Affairs at leading business schools are
Murray State University has able Is provide extended
become associated with the
persdnal counseling to small
Small Business Institute tSBI
business owners through the
program of the U.S. Small
program.
Business
Administration
Galloway said the SBI
(SBA
program, in its few years of
. Dr. Rex F. Galloway, existence, has been beneficial
chairman of. the Department to both participating schools
of Management and director
and the small business
of the program on the campus, community.
said schools are called upon
For -studehts, the program
through the SRI program
offers a practiral training
.tna itagem e n t round whereby they may
assistance counseling to
supplement their academic
members of the small , training by addressing actual
business community,
problems in real business
Student-counselors, usually
environments," he noted.
seniors or graduate students, "For small businesses, it
are assigned to work with
businesses that qualify at no
charge._ Their research and
management, counseling
assistance normally takes
,frorn eight to 12 weeks to
To draw attention to the
complete. Up to five cases a financial assistance available
semester, will be accepted, to eligible college and
aceording to galloWay.
uni-stersity students, the•weelt
Named as coordinator of of Jan. 20-26 has been
--stiidelit-counselors or the B proclaimed Financial Ad•
pragrant on the campus is Dr. Awareness Week in .Murray
R: B. Barton, Jr., associate and Calloway County.
professor of management.
Mayor Melvin Henley and
Five schools in Kentucky County
Judge-Executive

outlet wound in the head. and I was sorry for her," said
Pohee said she was shot a few Miss Applegate, 26, the
nitnutes before midnight while regular night clerk at the
orking at a Miil
' -Mart store. store.
Miss O'Hearn was taking
Sande Appleg ' , a clerk at
'her place Thursday night. She
the same Store, )ad
been off apparently was alone
in the
that night.
store when one or more armed
-I was glad that it wasn't robbers came in about 30
me and I was scared to death minutes before the store was
he('2IIc iLcould have been me to close,police siad.
Police said Staiiiiir iih
that they were still looking for
suspects in the case.
Money was taken from both
the store's cash register and
'floor safe, according to Richmond .Police Chief' Russell
Lane. There was no sign that
Miss O'Hearn struggled with
Department, an agricultural her assailant and she apstate. The city has a parently was not armed, he
added.
population of about 200,0011
. Mae Walter, assistant
LADY RACERS
manager of the Sonic Drive-In
BASKETBALL
next door- to the Minit -Mart,
The Lady Racers of Murray and others who knew Miss
State Univeristy will be in O'Hearn said she was not the
Covington, Ky., on Jan. 21 for type of person who would try
a game with the Northern to fight with an armed robberKentucky women's team.
Minit Mart is offering a.

Record from the 3-niee-d
phono, AM/FM radio or aux
onto a-track and cassette—
,separately or at the same
time!'Illuminated VU meters,
dual recording level controls.
1-3-1204
VISA
CHARGE IT(MOST STORES!

8-Track Record/Play System
Clarinette-92 by Realistic

Will Run In

Tuesday,January 29th
Issue Of

Wierray Ledger & Times
*
*
d.

We will make every effort to contact all
businesses in order that they may participate
in this Section. Our deadline for this Section is
Wednesday,January. 23rd.
If we failed to contact you please give the advertising dept. a callat...

753-1919
Mrciy-tedget & Times **
*********************************

Compact system for less
than $2001 3-speed •
changer plays any size
record. Auto-level automatically sets recording
volume 15.' high
speakers. 13-1201

199'
9
Includes
Dust Cover

AM, FM,8-Track and Cassette
Compact

Low-Priced Cassette System
Ciarinette-91 by Realistic

Clarinette-100
by Realistic

319"

2199

25
s25
TAPE
TAPE BONUS
ONUS

• 4-1111 • wilirreer
Ittbb

Record tapes for use at home_or in_y_pur car
from hono, radio, or even other 8-traclet
and assettes. 19" high speakers. 13-1204

Record and play your own cassettes from
AM/FM radio or 3-speed changer. Tuner
features lighted dial, bass and treble
controls, AFC on FM. 13-1200

WHEREVER YOU LIVE, WORK OR PLAY, THERE r A RADIO SHACK STORE NEAR

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.

You,

9:30-8:00 Mon.-Fri.

IIA DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

9:30-e°Sun.
S:6-1*
1:00-5:0
0

Most or
a,so ara.iabie a.
Radio Sh a,
Dc alp'
took for h
11*Or
,
..
netilhb0,0100C1

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
,
.
•
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Newspaper Owner Starts Reading Experiment
By RON HARR1ST
Associated Press Writer
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) Three
things
spurred
newspaper owner George
McLean to start his $1 million
experiment.
One, as a_ former college
professor, he had seen high
school graduates "go to
college when they are functionally
Two, he learned that first
graders in Lee County schools
were scoring below the
national
average
on
achievement tests.
Three, he had a formula,
which he recites with a
chuckle: "If there are no
readers, then we won't have
newspaper subscribers and
without subscribers you don't
-have 'advertisers. Without
advertisers you're out of
business."

McLean, 74, who taught weekly newspaper. cir- illiterate.
.1-tut no* that we see what the community and possess
-The tad is that we've had this additional classroom help the skills they need to be good
education and education culation 500, and Malt it into
1. Legilltitlie
sociology at Adrian College in the 35.000-circulation Tupelo to spend more and more can do, we'd like to get this employees."
money trying to overcome the exposed to other counties and
Michigan and at Southwestern Journal.
N., CREDITORS' NOTICE
McLean'said he was eager
at Memphis, Tenn., back in
McLean pas kept his failure of the early years and other school systems so that it
Creditor
s
ot4\he estate of Herbert Franklin Chitthe early 1930s, said he's promise. He doesn't seem to it seemed to, me that it would can become part of the in- or the program to expand into
wood, who deceased August 18, 1979, should submit
preached for years that a mind that the cost has climbed be much better to get a proper structional program in all our the second and third grades of
their claims according to law by filing same with
the county schools.
thorough grounding in the to about $150,000 a year, which foundation from the beginning
schools," Crews said.
Stephen C. Sanders, Main at Seventh Street,
basic skills of reading, writing will push the Journal's total and to get young people in the
-We've made this project
"We think we are getting a
Murray, Kentucky 42071. Claims should be subhabit oo( enjoying learning," part of our business expense response
and arithmetic is fundamental investment to $1.5 million
mitted an or before January 31, 1910.
and now, we're just
McLean said.
to all learning.
before the 10-year program
and we feel like other hoping and praying that this
Crews said the newspaper
"Reading is the basis of all ends.
businesses could do the same program
will elipand," seated- buts will tie received at
6. Help Wanted
education," he said in an
"We've seen about a five- did not promote the program
thing." he said. "After all, McLean said. "I think
this is the•Ottice ot the Food Service
interview.
month increase in the average in its early stages because "it
interest
in
vested
have
a
they
one of the soundest
Good jobs available nowl Serin- Director Murray City Schools,
was more or less to demonSo in 1977, McLean proposed child's reading ability," said
making sure our children vestments our
Austin Building, 9th and Main
vice veterans -4 and above.
newspap
er
has
a 10-year reading program for Billy Crews, a Journal writer strate what could be done."
develop to become active in had."
Streets. until 8 30 AM on Mon
Immediate openings for.
eight northeast Mississippi who is overseeing the
day. Febreary- 4 1980 tor furhonorable discharged vets out
schools: He would pay *ages program. "And we've seen
nishing meat and meat proless than 48 months. High payfor teacher aides who would some success in reducing the
ducts to the cafeterias ot the
ing positions, outstanding
concentrate on developing number of retainees in the
Murray City and Calloway Counretirement, incentives such as
pupils' reading skills.
first grade.
ty School Systems Bid forms
technical ..,schools or
"These factors are part of
may be obtained at the
He promised $1 million.
assignments Steady advanceCalloway County Board Or
The money was his to spend. what our goal is all about- to
ment. Call Navy (502). 753Education Office or will be
McLean has clone ivell sincv eliminate failures as much as
6439 or call toll free 1-800mailed upon request
his arrival in Tupelo lin 1934. possible at such all early stage
841 -8000
.
By SY RAMSEY .
many ; group homes for depends on
whi.if he bought a bankrupt In education and to eliminate
grants
from
Housewives. build a ewer .
Associated Press Writer
patients. .
the need for spending
Washington. _ ,
around your family on a fun
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-The temporary successful
thousands' of dollars on
The House speaker said his
party plan $10 per hour Set
House
Speaker
effort
by
William
Virginia coal information comes mainly
remedial programs that start
yft
.C-Tivut hours Princess
Kenton
says the General operators to weaken the from
in the second grade," Crews
legislative rather than
Hoijse for information call
Assembly will seize the federal strip-mining law could
said.
administration sources.
382-2663 See in Woman's Day
Crews said, the teacher initiative to cope with what he result- in a price disparity
Brown has said the General
January issue.
Kentucky
ACROSS
and Assembly will not be sub6 Hebrew
aides, who work in six county indicates is the most dismal between
Answer to ,iturdu s f'uzzle
Wanted
immediately RN . or
financial
1 Worm
outlook in many Virginia coal of as much as $6 jected to
month
schools and two schools along
customary in4 Size of type
LPN for 11 to 7 shift, excellent
7 Twitching
years.
ton
if
a
this.
state
IMOD OOD B003 the county border, were hired The Lexington Democrat obtain the same does not terference by governors.
9 Wager
salary-with • shill differentials.
8 Kind of
12 Fish eggs
COCO CCO OM, to supplement the regular said in an interview that new The eventual concessions. "The general consensus is
cheese
Insure plan with PCS, drug
Send
result
food and
13 Fanatic
would be that the new arrangement has
teachers.
9 Prohibit
COOT
MOO
COMM
card,
vacations, and holidays.
informat
ion
14 Time gone by 10 The self
shows the state less state revenue from the caused us to
"We tested this in a pilot
medic
OMOO
ine
MO
to
seize
0000
the
0M
opCare
Inn 4th & Indiana,'
15 Small shoots 11 Small child
program for a semester and could be in deeper fiscal coat severance tax.
portunity to make this session
OW MOO
Mayfield 247-0200.
hungr
y
and
17 Vegetable
sick
16 Sick
trouble
than
even
--The cost of previously extremely austere. and
pessimists
19 Land parcels 18 Clerical collar MOO OOOOOOM, from talking with the teachers
steelsales/sales Ma11119011111nt
Oro CE v CC COM found that with the additional in the administration have computed capital construction fisted," Kenton said.
21 College deg 20 The sun
predicte
d.
projects could rise sharply as
22 Small factory 22 (:) .mp
OCCOOCOO 0003 help they were able to cover
He , indicated that every
"We are going to stop, look, the state finds the need to state
25 Steal
23 Bury
°CSC
GO
about twice as much
program will be
THROUGH
27 Dart
24 French article COCO= CAOGG3 material,"
take apart and reassemble operate and maintain them.
scrutinized,
Crews said.
while
31 Number
FUND FOR
26 Drinks
state
governm
MOO
ent,"
COO
For
Kenton
example
OE
;
Kenton
said,. acknowledging that the area
Linda Whitley, who teaches
1:1
L' CAMBODIANS
32 Passable
28 SibOrian river
EARN 35K to 75K first veer
said.
A)AO
the
new medical facility being of fund-cutting may be limited
CEO E OEM first . grade at Saltillo
34 Pronoun
35 East Chestnut Street
29 South AMeriGov. John Y. Brown Jr. and built at the Kentucky State to only 10 percent
E CCU COO ODOM Elementary School,
35 Cover
Columbus,
can animal
Ohio
43215
IF - You are a motivated
said the
or 15 percent
36 Large tub
30 lrascit3le
D / Mans nick- basic strength of the program his aides have said the budget Reformatory at La Grange of the General Fund
said-star ter name
budget
37 While
32 Cargo unit
IF
- You are a strong closer
name
44 Eccentric
'was "the fact that it gives lots for the next two fiscal years will require'an estimated 600 because of built-in con-38-Fieftoe-rool- 3-3-Elfvfopfaw-----IF
You
are a prof esaidhal
Is Misch Athmidseice
.52.Expire
-of, individual attention _ to will be tight and have cited new employees at a projected tinuation programs that
ans
salesperson or sales inanetitle
54 Flying mam46 Girl s nicktassinisl
specific
759
?
44U
financial
.
cost
of
$17
shortfall
41 Danish lahd 35--G4aa4
million
s.
yearly.'
children
cannot
9Itt
mal
be reduced.
who need a boost." .
- - --name
IF - You have a minimum 68
_Kentsm,declaring that "1980
division
For town: Toe Cu., Go
39 State Abbr
-Unless federal revenue
48 Time gone by 55 Falsehood
"In the special session (a
It helps ChildierilaCking in
3 years direct sales 42 Jog
40 Cut off
will
be
the
56 Greek letter
'crisis
49 Marble
Flom,
Pod
sharing
759I.
year,"
to
added
states
N
continue
year
certain
d
readine
ago), we dealt primarily'
ss skills
NRC-ist a %multi oriented com43 Click beetle 41 Marrs nick- 50 -= Lincoln
59 State Abbr
gloomy
possibili
by
ties
Congres
which
4445.
he
pany offering a full time posis - and the House with local fiscal matters,"
because the teacher aide can
44 Earth
tion to qualified applicants.
I
2 3
4
3 .
45,Artrcle
work with them and help them said include The potential of speaker said the lateSt in- Kenton said, citing as an
7 8
9 10 11
This
is an inflation-proof, chal47 Mama and
keep up with the group," Mrs. hundreds of Millions of dollars dication is that it may not be illustration the new law • Fiee Store 759-4600
lenging position as an execu•
14
more
in unexpected state - Kentucky state government limiting taxes by
tive consultant marketing our
Whitley said.
ii
131111
local
49 Made into
urgently needed cash flow
15
John 14 15. -If ye love me
16
will lose $40 million annually.
districts. •
McLean said he decided to expenses.
leather
17 118 111
management serv.ces. Call NRC
keep my commandments.- II
LIf a plan to regionalize
He said:
spend the Money to show other
He said that because the
53 Chance
for Career Brochure Toil Free:
20
21
John
19,
:Whosoev
-A
er
Irancurrent
jails
suit
inmates
by
around
57 Arabian garKentuck
y fails to session came during the
businesses how important it is
1-800-848-7592
22 23 24
sgresseth and abideth not in
25 I26
ment
demanding upgrading of win legislative approval, the middle of the biennium
27 28 29 fil
to "support public schools."
, state
or 1 614 864 9742 Collect.
the doctrine of Christ hath not
58 Dwells
Kentucky
's
prison
required
system
31
outlay
just to problems deliberately were
"The majority of them do
33
60 Wier island
God.
He
that
abideth
in
the
could
cost
32III
as ,much as $200 renovate existing local jails delayed until this year..
10. Bus. Opportunity_
not have funds for the per61 Damp
doctrine
of
Christ,
he
bath
the
62-Fewest.
Now, Kenton said, the focus
sonalized instruction that is so million if federal courts find will eost an estimated $50
Real Estate development needs
Father and the Son Sabbath
3a
that the'prisoners have been million.
63 Oolong .e g
41
will
necessar
be
on
y
managem
for
our
venture capitol from private
youngent
of
worship
service
'Saturday'
111 III "
s
IL,.
-denied due process. as they
-A , number - of lederal state- money, control - of the' s'AM-and
children,"•he said. • •
soujces Participation offered
6 PM- Bible stody.-6 lit
DOWN-_
'grants expire this and next state debt and review of
44
Finder's fees guaranteed Con-.
- been involved in contend.
8 evenings Stud Y ,by phone
-Another suit calling -for year, which',leaves the state programs.
tad R-"SihnlOCkt Spann Realty
education for 55 years. I've
1 Bitter vetch
anyti rite Free -Store lox the,.
a9
2 Soak up
-assatiates, 905.-'SyCamOre.
watched through those years deinstitutionalization of the undesirable option of
"Even that may not _ be
needy
54, 55 56
All• donations - ap3 Weight of
"
Murray Icy 4207.1 Phone
as more and more young mental health facilities, if dropping certain programs or enough,'',he said.
preciated Anyone .having need
57
58
59
India
60.11 people drop out of school or successful, could involve putting more state money into
(502) 753-7724
Asked
01
would
like
informatio
whether
Bible
n
that
remark
4 Jason s ship 61
•
11 671111 63 11 get a diploma and go to college "astronomical costs" if the them.
or study call Bible fads or free
means new or added taxes are
Service
5 Snail
Station and Grocery
Kenton . said one example possible, Kenton said: "I don't
Sti_re_. 7_5_9:4_600
when they are functionally state is required to create
Store in Coldwater tor sale
HAM
involves the training of state know. First we'll make the
550.000 or' will trade Any
Persons interested in ioining
police at Eastern Kentucky effort at economies and
reasonable offer will be conBarter Co-op. call 436-2565 or
BIRDS ARE SUPPOSED
i4E 1-1A5 A POINT
University,
which
sidered 753-8498
now control."
ELEVEN
436-2333 before 5-pm
_
TO BE UP BY 51X ...
HERE-I DON'T KNOW
O'CLOCK
Young. aggressive. degreed acWhat we do best is care
WHO SAYS 50!
coontant for immediate_ posiNeedline 753-6333
tion as Internal Auditor and
P.
Budget Analyst Salary range
Dom•god
512.000
to 515.000 Contact:
photographs -We
Treasurer, Plumley Rubber Co.,
COV1NtiToN, Ky. 1API
restore.
from an aluminum fault, then
Paris. TN 38242. (901) 642Lawyers for makers of show that
?AUER STUDIO
the industry was
5582

le
.1g-1

Kenton Says Assembly Will
Cope With Financial Outlook

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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CAM1300IAN
REFUGEES
CAR
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as, mks1111148

III
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P55r..11"5

YES,I LOVE
TO PUT THE
PIECES
TOGETHER

DO JIGSAW
PUZZLES?

H ERE'S
MY _
REPORT
CARD

NEETLE BAILET
YOU GOING
RIGHT IN?

HEADS I TAKE A
NAP•-'TAILS,
I STRAIGHTEN
UP pyre TOOL

STILL COLD, i-4L11-1?

Wiring Lawyers Take
Over In Club Fire Trial

trical devices took over today inherent
, faults in the
as the six-week trial over the aluminu
Medicgl Laboratory Technician
m products, Rubin
5:Los-I and Found
cause of the Beverly Hills said.
class starts March 10, .1980.
Supper Mb fire resumed in
M,ale. Minature , Enrollment limited 'Apply now.
The jury in the present trial" Lost
Schnauzer, in Dogwood Glen.
11S.District•Court-.
.Call (615) 526-3660 or write
-will determine liability only.If
- petl
The 22 manufacturers and the industry
-Cumberland-School-or-Medial- is found to be
Reward' 753-6862
Technology. 321 N- Washington,
an
independent testing liable, another trial will take
Cookeville
, TN 38501.
company are defendants in a place to , determi
Male
Beagle.
strayed
or took
ne how'
civil action brought by the damages are
from pen, about 1 1,7 miles west
14. Want To Buy
to be awarded.
injured and the families of 165
of Nirksey, 3 weeks ago Dark in
Witneesses for the plaintiffs
Want to buy: Junk ears-Calf'
persons killed in. the May 28, testified that "old-st
color with tan markings No
yle"
414-8838 after 5 pm.
collar.
Children's pet. Call Dan1977, fire at the Southgate aluminum wiring often
pulled
Wanted to buy Used mobile
ny Manning, 489-2107 or 489nightclub.
away from connectors and
2328
homes. 10', 12, and 14' wide.
The plaintiffs contend that a created an electrical arc that
Call 527-8322
faulty connection • in which 'caused intense heat.,
Reward offerkd for return of
oldstyle" aluminum wiring
15. Articles For Sale
white Persian cat with blkk
They said the fire spread
was used overheated and vertically and burned unears and tail, lost in Panorama
1963 Duke. 2 bddroom, 1'Ox50"
caused the fire. Expert wit- detected inside the walls of
house trailer, $1500; 15 ft.
the . Shores area on January 2nd
nesses testified that the fire club for several hours before it
Contact Peggy Hunter. Rt.5,
1.
Dolphin fiberglass boat • and
Box 1065 or phone 436-2207
began in a receptionist's was discovered.
trailer, $325, boat trailer, $75.;
cubbyhole outside the Club's
three-quarter acre lot. near
Defense witnesses are 6. Help Wanted'
Zebra Room.
Aurora. $1250: 1955 Diamond*
expected to dispute the point Experienced diesel
mechanic
Defense attorneys said they of origin 'of the fire and to
T. 2-ton truck. 16 It, steel bed,
were surprised by- evidence testify - that it spread wanted. References and tools
air brakes. $350. 753-8127.
required.
Good pay and
pinpointing that area as the horizontally along a wall of the
benefits Call 753-4626
Racking horse. 7 years old.
-spot where the fire began. But Zebra Itooni -Iodate -beimwith-English-saddle-and-tindle-- U.S. District Judge Carl Rubin discovered.
Sales
Also 17' Runabout with 115 hp
repeatedly denied their
Representative
Evimude motOr. Call 753-8567
motions for a mistrial, saying
$750-$4000
after 5 pm
that too much time and money
per week
16. Home Furnishings
already had been invested in
is qualified person after training. Major manufacturing of
_
the
Amana upright freezei, frost- .
industrial equipment needs
'The defendants contend that
free. new condition. 753-0347.
aggressive sales representative
Must be willing to
none of their products were
Early
American'sofa and chair,
travel We itIfer a complete
installed in_ the part of the club
traininf,„progrant as easy as
used one year. 753-1699.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)AB('
For
opportunity'
the
of
a
where the fire allegedly
Police were searching today
life Lime call Mr Gardner,
Kenmore portible dishwasher,
began. .
Monday - Thursday. IS p
for a motive behind an apgood
working . condition. $75.
5024413313
at
.
litigatio
n
The
is the only
parent double murder-suicide
Call 753-1863 after 6 pm.
lawsuit involving the fire to
thatlect two children and their
reach court so far. Out-offather dead and the family
•
court settlements with the
home damaged by fire.
owners of the club, several
Police said that David F.
insurance companies and the
The Mayor and Common Council .of the
Hippe, 33, of Frankfort, aputility that supplied power to
parently shot and killed his
City of Murray will accept bids to purthe club have totaled about $15
daughters Josilyn,. 4, and
million. Some of the money
chase
a trencher for use by the Murray
Dawn, 2, before setting fire to
has already been disbursed.
the house and turning the gun
Natural Gas System. Bids are to be
Rubin ruled last fall that the
on himself. Police went to the
Plaintiffs could sue the entire
deliver
ed to the City Clerk's office by
. home Sunday evening on a
aluminum wiring and elec..'
4:00
domestic disturbance call,
p.m.„
JoRuary 31, -1980. The
tricot device industry if it
and found the bodies .in a
Council reserves the right to accept the
could be proved that the fire
bedroom!the home.
- .-reaaltzl -41-31n• -a
lowest
or best bid, or to reject any or
Each-of the-4esivi as ahot•
conimOn tb the industry and if
once in the head, police said.
all bids. Specifications are available at
the piece of equipment
Fire units said that the
responsible for the fire.could
the
City Clerk's office, City Hall
house was damaged in the
not be found.
,
blaze, but the fire was brought
Building, 5th and Poplar Streets, MurPlaintiffs would. have to
under control before the
ray,
prove that the fire sprang
Kentucky.
building Was destroyed

Police Search For
Motive In Double
Murder-Suicide

OH, NO-'. MY COIN

ROLLED WAY UNDER
THE SOFA

BENcH

INVITATION TO BID

91111113,011
HURRY,
HURRY,
JOOMEIA

UNCLE
WALKER!*
•-••

*FOR THE
GHOST WHO
WALK5.

ft

WELCOMiN* COMMITTEE?
REX AND THE PYGMY
KPOi50N PEOPLE!
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t year
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maneurn at
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1, chillexecs,no OW
flow
II NRC
I Frew:

92
rect. t needs
private
•tfered
d Con,
Realty
amore,
Phone
Grocery
r sale,
e Any
coneed ace posior and
range
on tact
er Co
) 642

moan
1980
ly now,
r write
ington,

s-- Call
mobile
wide

10x50
15 ft
t and
$75;
near
amend
I bed,
27
s old
bridle
115 hp
3-8561

frost
.0347
r tmir

asher
. $75

Bushhog, Sit., $350 Call 4362506
Four wheel trailer. 2 row
cultivators, 2 row fertilizer attachments; 6 ft Ford mower:
two 14- bowdem plows. 100
gallon Anhudrus tank Call 1533109

24. Miscellaneous

33. Rooms for Rent

49.-Used Cars

43. Real Estate

Garage sale' Garage tools antique pocket watches antique
guns gold jewelry and clothes
436 2506

50. Used Trucks

Li,4ft
.=Lhar"

53 Services Offered

1977 Coupe DeYille Cadillac. 1973 F-250 ford pickup with 'Having trouble getting things
• Alli
For
•
silver, blue interior. new radial Dreamer camper. Both in ex- done around the home' Plumb•
Rent
tIres. low mileage. 16 mpg. ex- cellent condition. Call 759- ing, carpentry rooting' Cali
•
cellent condition, $5500. 43/- 1328.
I Nice
furnished
153-8950
•
•
4155.
apartment for 1,
1973 GMC pickup, automatic Insulation blown in by Sears
FIREWOOD
1977 Chevrolet Caprice Classic 350, 2 barrel carborator, fun save on these high heating and
2, 3 or '4 girls.
YD-MAl
FOR SALE
•
wagon. Excellent condition power. Call 436-2555.
cooling bills. Call Sears 153Phone
REAL ESTATE
753-5865 or
•
- $18 and up'
pwsP lots of extras. Below NADA AV'1973 International Travelall 2310 for tree estimates MOwe
753-8080
753-5108.
retail price. 492-8861.
Delivered
truck. model 1010, 8 cylinder, Licensed electrician Prompt
Professional Services Call 753-9871 after 5
1963, Chevrolet 6 cylinder automatic transmission, air efficent service Reasonable
Toucts'•
The
Friendly
With
Roomilorient
33.
p.m. 161-4441.
Chain link fence, 3 to
436-2805
cooditioned, radio, heater. rates Call Ernest White 753
One room efficiency apart12 ft., tall, Cedar
power. clean. Anxious to sell. 0605
1971
Datsun
2402,
original
A HANDY
privacy fence, split
iliirness Services ment. $90. Located coiner of,
-81195.5,,all 753-.8050 of 753Newly
rebuilt
engine,
AM-FM
-Licansocaloctririan and gas in- •
MAN'S DREAM
rgil, barbwire, wood,
Murray Maid Service cleans 16th and Olive. ray University
AC, good _tires, good shape ._ 6500.stallation, heating installation
1105 Mulberry, this
and steel post, gates,
after
153-673/
'
5
pm.
Call
your home any afternoon. Call
Needs minor liody work Cop- ST.-Campers
and repairs. Call 153;120'3
older home can be
Dog kennels. Also pipe
753-5137 after.5.pm.
per bronze $2550 753-8121 Deluxe camper top for small
bought for only
and tubing for strucMobile • home_ anchors and
BOOMS
5 pm
after
26.
TV-Radio
pickup-_$150 Call 753-1863 underpinning, aluminum or
,$12,750. Large living •
•
tural use.
FOB
BOYS
room,
kitchen,
Imp Inventory Leo Price
fiberglass Also patio awnings
25 inch RCA . color t.y.,
Excellently running VW for after 6 pm Large room, with
AAA FENCE
It's similar to the system they use on Capi- bedroom, -bath
and carports, single or double
automatic. $250. In good con- in
Man-Of-War
Duct,
slide
like
sale.
model,
new
1969
vats- entrance _ and
downstairs,
4
SUPPLY
dition. Phone 753-6531.
tamper, good condition, best lack Glovpr 753-1873 after 6
- tot Hill."
Call 153-7259 after 5 pm.
kitchen facilities. Call
. •
.
bedrooms up. Gas
444-6865
offer Hale goose neck trailer Pm
Stereo components in excellent
753-8572 or 436-5479.
1975 Firebnd- Trans Am, nevi
heat. Nice lot, good
60W
H
Paducah.Ky
s
tate
AlRe
43.
Real
Estate
492-8861
condition. smaller Advent
tires_lilL air conditioned, AM
location.
Enjoy
your
Call Century 21 Loretta lobs
For sale John Deere 1911" speakers. Pioneer turn table. Room for rent Call 753-3582
FM stereo, 4-speed. Price 53. Services Offered
with
photographs
more
Realtors about our VIP Referral
double fold disc, $6290, John Nikko STA 6060 receiver. $500
Phqno153-9710.
$2195.
A
GOOD
BUY
Ml ALL TYPES home remodel a frame. CARTER
It Houses For Rent
sae
1
Service...because changing
Deere 13 chisel plow $1850. 759-1718
413 S. 10th - Nicely
ing
maintenance
and
1972
with
motor
1975
Ford
-homes is enough trauma by
STUDIO.
?oho - Deere cultimutc het. 15' 8-track Sanyo tape player with For rent, Two bedroom house,
decorated 2 bedroom
good condition Call 753-6392 References Guaranteed work
• itself. in a word rt-s caned ad$3000. John Deere- 6-16'. 2 Realistic speakers $35 414- stove, refrigerator, washer and
304 Main 753-8298
home, shag carpeting;
753-8948
Free
estimates.
Call
justment. Moving from home to
1978 Grand Prix. low mileage.
dryer. Rent $225 per -month,
plows. semi-mounted. $3250. 8800 afteer 5 pm
elec. baseboard heat,
753-2501
pm.
or
after
5
• excellent condition. Call 753home .and neighborhood to
plus deposit, and references
John Deere six row tultivator.
range and ref. includByers Brothers & Son-Generai Painting - Paperhanging. Comnieghborhood.
8277.
$1850 Call after 5 pm. 489- Wanted: responsible party to No pets Phone 492-8662
ed.
Lovely bath with
INVESTMENT
take up small monthly payment
home remodeling, framing, mercial or residential. Free,
After we sell your home, we
2141
shower. Shady lot,
1973
Cutlass
Nice
PROPERTY
S-350,
Nice
good
three
bedroom
home
171
on 75" color t.v. Warranted.
aluminum siding, gutters, and estimates, 159-198L
ourselves on knowing the
pride
fenced
back
yard.
Carcondition.
$1000. Call 753- roofing. Call 1-395-4967
966 International tractor. plow. Clayton's - J & B Music. 153- Benton, close to stores, $250
36 x 187 building on 80
or 1neighborhood that awaits you
port. Only $21,500. 9812 anytime.
•
per month, security deposit reSewing machine repair at
disc. chisel plow,_cultjuator 15/5_ __
x 200 lot. Now rented
362-4895.
The schools, parks.
elsewhere..
Adults,
quired.
home, all makes 3nd models
no
children
or
and 4 row drill Call 382;2321
for $705.00 per month
1977
Silver
cylinder.
Camaro.
6
facilities
Now
for the
27. Mobile Home Sales pets. Call 527-1962 after 6 pm. and has more rental shopping
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable Small repair, oiling, cleaning,
753-110110
condition,
excellent
AM-FM rates. Prompt
165 Massey Ferguson diesel.
ingenious part. VIP Referral
and efficient ser- re-adjusting. Service call inspace Available. Buy
stereo radio with tape player.
1400 hours. excellent condi- For sale: 12x50 mobile home Unfurnished 5 bedroom house.
may also find a buyer for your 45. Farms For Sale
vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489- cluded, $20 Wulff Sewing
this
and
get
a
good
located
at
Fox
Meadows.
CenCall
767-2550.
Central
gas
heat.
Ideal
for
large
from
tion. 153-9501.
another 'cipresent'home
2114.
Machine Repair. Murray Call
tral air, gas heat, two family or several individuals. • return on your inacres of farm land Save, Save, Save! 1919 Mazda ;
ty. then help that family adjust For sale
STEEL BUILDINGS Factory bedrooms. washer and dryer..
436-5560
vestment.
Priced
at
cleaning,
Carpet
in Backusburg area. Call 489free
/515191.
neighbornood.
Sound
your
to
RX7, silver metallic Coupe, 2clearance
save
now! cardeted. Underpinning and
$74,500. Phone Kopestimates, satisfied references.
familiar? It's the same thing 2195 after 5 pm.
door GS. Rotary 'engine, 540x12x14 $5995 40x48x14, large storage shed included 36. For Rent Or Lease
perud Realty, 753-1222.
VTbra-Vac steam or dry cleanWill haul driveway
sorneplace
else.
you
we
do
for
46.
speed,
Homes For Sale
stereo,
AM-FM
$4595 Other sizes available lanlIscaped. Cl afteri. pm.
JUST USTED
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
inforfor
helpful
Call.-753-1492
white, rock and ag
aluminum
miles,
9,000
wheels,
Call collect 1-614-463.1334, _
Five bedroork two story brick
/53-8847.
•
153-5827.
Three bedroom brick
matron- orltfus seryte.
lime. Also have washMini
like
brand
Local
trade-in.
new.
house, central gas heat. Call
_____veneer house on
rector- for safe. 135 Massey For sale Two bedroom mobile
Concrete and block work:Block
ed gravel. Call 489.:
Viiehouse
. • $7500, sell or trade. Parker geiv,basements, -driveways,
acre lot, located apFerguson gas 492-8265 after home, 12x34,- furniture in2372'
Storage Space
proximately 1 mile
6 pm
House for sale by owner. 106 S
cludes kitchen appliances only
walks, patio, . steps, free
stationwagon,
Vega
1976
GT
PEA
RONNIE
southwest
of
Cold.
For Rent
13th St. Call 753-0305.
489.2387.,
estimates. 753-5476.
,
miles.
actual
Call
36.000
water
753on
Bazzell
753-4758
House in county on 3 acres. /853.. ;
Carpentry service. Whitever
Alex five string banio, will 19/9 Mobile home. 14x10. 3
Cemetery Road Elec_
Tree trimming and removing.
priced in low $40's, and owner
your needs, old or new, quality Also
tric heat, has flu for
trade fw electric guitar or bed rooms. 2 full baths. elec1912
Volkswagen
Beetle.
Super
light hauling. Free
Livestock-S37.
upplies
will
finance.
Call
tric
air
heat
with
753-8943
and
•
work.
Call
heat
753-0565.
wood stove, carport,
$150 Call 436-2506
tires,
new
completely
rebuilt
753-5476.
estimates.
after
3
pm.,
'pump. Dishwasher and stove. 'Feeder pigs, strong. healthy
YOU'LL SCORE
$21,000. Phone Kopmotor, body excellent. 753- , Driveways white rocked and Wet basement? We make wet
Drive a little and save alot! Us- $13,500. Call
753-0062 after 3 stock. 25-40 lbs. 26 head Will
POINTS
WITH
perud
Realty,
753-1222
47. Motorcycles
graded, free estimates. Clifford
9507.
ed organ, used Spinet and
basements dry, work completefor full-time Real
sell all $15.00 a neat Call
YOUR FAMILY!
Garrison. 753-5429. after 4
upright pianos _Rent a new rnn
250
cc
Honda
Trail
pike,
ex1976
automatic
guarenteed. Call or write
Vega,
ly
Estate
435-4274
Service.
If you buy them this
piano from Leach's Music & 1978, 14x64 Two bedroom
cellent condition, $390. Call transmission. $11800. Also pm
. --Morgan Construction Co..
economic, roomy
TV downtown Paris since trailer. furnished with washer 28 bred. registered Pole
753-9920.
1969 VW convertible, $550. Guttering by Sears, Sears con- Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
and dryer. central air, under. Hereford heifers,. also some
home. Beige colored
1926
accept guns and watches . tinous gutters installed per KY 42001, or call day or night.
Will
Thurman
&
Purdom
1977
Yellow
85
Champ,
$250,
vinyl siding aluminum
HAMMbND ORGAN -Excellent pinning_ and concrete_ steps_ young heifers...Call 1-886-1665,
your specifications. Call Sears 1-442-7026.
in
436-2506.
trade
19/8
,Yamaha
400,
_2,000
Insurance & Real Estate
eaves,'and new roof.
condition Wor $600. will $12,000. Call 474-8822.
-753-2310 fw_free_estimates..
38.Pets-Supplies
miles.
$800.
Both
are
like
new.
CSquare.
Used
Will haul driveway white - roc-k'50.
Trucks
an
really
Sourhs,cle
-be
You can
- LW" Vest•otfer• Weed- -to sell! - 28. Mob.-Home Rents
Call 437-4155.
Smith, masooary contrac- and Ag lime, also have any type
Mark
'WPM,Kentucky
Attack
fighter
dOgs
energy
for
S•ale'"
DOW_1975
Chevrolet fo_ur wheel
• Call 153-0243 ;
-Two. bedroom, mobile home. mans and Rottw.eilers. Training
,flifs
°fluorin or white_ pea__ gravel-,,
because the central
753-4451
drive. Can be seen at 805 . .
48.
Auto.
Services
chimney repairs. Call , 489- Also do backhoe work ;Call
So long' Sant& But why, did $65 Per -month. One 14x70 for your dog. Wildfire Kennels.
new
a
gas heat has
Poplar.
Murray.
*you leave us so many pianos three bedroom-- mobile. home, Paducah, KY. 554-5976.
2231.
Roger Hueon, 753-4545 Tor .
wood furnace as an
1972 Chevrolet Cheyenne, half
MKNEUN
and organs? Must sell at our $125 per month, $100 deposit
MICNEUN
353-6763. •
main
auxiliary
the
to
We're
sold • on your house
AKC
German.
Shepherd
pupton, one owner, low mileage.
cost. some for only $70 a mon- .Call 474-8805 after 5 p.m.
Griggs
system. Price only
CAROM!,
before we sell it Our theory is
57. Wanted
all power. Call 753-4470.
th Also used • pianos and 1260 trailer, natural gas. very pies. Also guard dogs. 554- simple. We take the time to
Pointing, Remodeling,
Kopperud
$31,900.
TIRE
2153
•
0
Would like to buy wood working
organs Hurry back Santa. but clean. Located in Murray city
E. Repair
•
Realty,711 Main.
1979 Datsun King Cab, 10.000
know.your house, price it corAll work guaranteed
SERVICE
tools including: 8 in. table saw;
please don't make us Play San- limits. No pets. Call 489-2118. Cairn Terrier for sale. $75. 759- rectly. and discover it's distincA DREAM NOME
miles, 50,000 miles extended
Small or Big Jobs
YOUR CAR AND
12 in. drill press; band saw;
1664.
ta next January Clayton's • J &
warranty. $5400. Call 753Don't
home,
dream
a
tive
features.
Because
we're
belt sander; jointer. Call
lathe;
TRUCK
LIGHT
753-0821
B Music. Dixieland- Center, 32. Apts.for Rent
:This
buy
6912
one!
lovely
Pit Bull dog puppies for sale sold on it, it's much easier to
437-4205.
Murray. 753-7575
TIRE DEALER 0
Furnished apartment near 1:901-364-2402.
home has 3 large
find the right buyers and close
1974 Ford Ranger XLT pickup,
0 1105 POGUE se
downtown Murray. Call 153bedrooms with walk-in
the sale. Then we even save you
23. Exterminating ' 4109.
excellent condition, $2500.
43. Real Estate
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
closets,
2
baths,
large
time after the sale by helping
753-1489
Call 474-8822-. • •
209 Walnut Street
sunny kitchen with
_For rent. New duplex apart- Acres of habiness! Three love- with time-consuming paperMICHELIN MICHELIN
NEW
OFFICE
HOURS:
Closed All Day Wed.
1918'F-100
pickup.
382-2327.
ly
wooded
pantry,
acres.
are
carneutral
included
work
It's
all
a
matter
of spenment, available February 1st.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
peting in all rooms.
Two bedrovm II
1977
F-250.
power
fdrd
4x4,diances, with this charming 3 bedroom. ding our. time wisely to it
Price of
Den has beamed 49.'Used Cars
•
-. 1str•• 't
;zero:
not
stetring,_. power brakes. air.
living
room
central
and
den,
-•••'
another
reason
you should call
p,stc.
PRICE SHAVE 75'
arpeted 753-2437.
fireplace,'and other cylinder, automatic, power and radial - tires, white spoke
electric heat and air. A Century 21 Loretta Jobs
733 31111•••••• .141.•nce N,,,1.44i 5.,
:k•
New two bedroom duplex decorator's dream. Call Spann. Realtors today at 753-1492.
extras. Attic could be air, five new tires, good, gas wheels. $4000. 436-5649.
.906 Greenbrrat
finished out for 3-4 ad- mileage--$22002Also two 12"
Realty Associates. 153-7724. - We're the Neighborhood Prorm it T vio bedroom _apartment mar
ditional
rooms. wagon wheels-tires, to fit five For sale: 1970 model Chevrolet
fessionals ...
half
ton
truck,
350
V8.
3Located .in_ _ one of _bolt VW. And _an AM-FM CB
ed couple only. stove and
ome window cleaning, no job too larg
& Pest Control .trigerator
speed,
milts
68000
Murray's
sub'
best
Make
stereo.
offer. 753-8
furnished
$
1
4
0
2
.
r
sziiáfl, reasonable rates, insured an
.1••• 713 1114
May be seen at Ray ApartAinley Auction &
divisions.
Owner
3rpeted, central gas and air
Chevelle,
1969
new
396'
SS
xperienced.
north
miles
121
ments,
by
3
Call 759-1176 day or night.
Realty Sales
moving out of state.
Deposit and references reand 400 turbow trans.. pos. fair-grounds or phone 767-flu • All,AlmLir
24. Miscellaneous
Phone
Kopperud
quired. No pets. $200 per mon2411 or 767-6356.
Realty,7*-1.222 for all rear end. $700. 498-8716.
Firewood. 18 incb, 24 inch. th. 753-2835.
details on this fine new
Oak and Hickory. $25.00 rick. Two bedroom apartment,
listing
Fancy natural honey $4 50 qt. carpeted, central heat and air,
Call 489-2327.
water, stove, and refrigerator
Firewood. seasoned. any furnished. 1414 Vine St. _
1977
One,
Oldsmobile
Cutlass,
length, delivered. $25 per rick Vacant 2 bedroom furnished Lobk us over before you look
serial
Bove -Tree Service, 753-8536. apartment in country. $100 per around...When you're ready to
# 315700227820. Will be offered and sold to the
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
highest bidder on Wednesday, February 6, 1980, 10
Fresh country lard. 401 per month. Call evenings. 753- buy a home, you need a lot of
qdtstions answered Like what
pound.492-8861 Of-753-8409 8333_or 753-6421_
a.m., at Parker Ford, Inc., 701 Main St., Murray
Reference)
Handy
A
For
Save
And
hind of financing is best'
(Calloway County), KT. This unit may be inspected
Where tare the schools? Shoppanytime during business hours at the above address
ing Centers?. What about the
Radio Cab Company
NOTICE
paperwork that's usually involvuntil date of sale.
••
ed? Get the jump on these and
TAXI
SERVICE
CAB
jr•
The Housing Authority of Murray, KY is accepting applications for the
60,4
other questions by calling Cen
position of Flui.rwrive Director. Responsibilities include: directing Homing
tury_21 Loretta Jobs Realtors.
6 A.M.-MIDNIGHT
Two I
•
Authority employees in operation of a 192-unit Housing Authority
at 753-1492. We haveliiitibis
7 DAYS A WEEK
•
0
00
kind of information that makes
Individual must have management and budgetary capabilities and be
your house hunting easier.
able to work with people. Person selected must be able to pass Public
Phone 753-5351 or 753-5352
Fire
Police
Housmg Hanauer (PHM) certification nomination
Practically new home on double. lot, has 3 bedrooms, 2
Job will require knowledge of HUD regulations, as well as other typical
753-1621
753-1441
baths, with central heat and
federal and state laws pertaining to, or affecting, peblic Housing
air. Immediate possession,
Authority Individual will be under die direction of a 5-member Housing
.
Free
owner must sell! Asking
Authority Board
Termite Inspection
Murray-Calloway
Call.
$27,000.
Spann
Realty
Sheriff .
Applications and a general lob description may be obtained at the
Associates, 753-7724.
Flies,Roaches,
County Hospital
Housing Authority Office at 116 Nash Drive The Homing Authority Board
Silver Fish &Shrubs
301 So. 12th St.
will accept applications until 400 p.m. February 1, 1910. Applications
Kelley's Termite
753-5131
received or post marked later than this date will not be considered.
NOW OPEN 6 Days A Week
8 Pest Control
Salary commensurate with Qualifications and experience An equal opNo Overhead - Lower Prices
100 S. 13th St
portunity employer
Calloway County
Murray, Ky.
•
Police
Rescue Squad
So
thisgs,

I

I

Kelley's Te

_
.
Dial-A-Service

BILL JONES
FRUIT MARKET

MAINTENANCE FOREMAN
Major division of rtune 100 company located in
small Southern Kalucky city is seeing a foreman
experienced in supervising all crafts in the
maintenance of Industrial Equipment. Strong electrical, hydraulic, and steam generation exposure
desireable. Ability to effectively organize and
supervise all maintenace activities including PM
program is required.
Excellent sglagy_and fringe benefits. Please reply
in confidence to:
Personnel Manager
P. 0. Boo 407
Hopkinsvdle, Kentucky 42240
An Equal I )pritirtunity Employer M/F

WILSON
Well built house in the city of
Murray on Lot that, 83
acres

4 Bedrooms, den, 2'
bath,.
backyard completely fenced,
and lots of estras. Call Billie
for more information on this
lovely home
WILSON INS. a.
HAL ESTATE
Phone 753 3263
Sales e.p.
Billie Wissmann
753-7476
Ales McLeod
/53.1575
Charley Jeffrey
474-2337
Ray Reaves
753-2437

Vine Ripe Tomatoes • Large Bell Peppers •
Large Cucumbers • Cabbage • Lettuce •
Large Texas Sweet Onions • Green Onions •
Yellow Squash • Celery • Radishes • Texas
Pink Grapefruit • Large Florida Navel
Oranges • Small Novel Fonda Oranges •
Regular Florida Oranges • Florida Honey
Tangerines • Honey Tangelos • Florida
Lemons • Texas Watermelons • Cello Pkg. or
Book Carrots • Illinois Red Delicivus Apples--

753_3151 Poison
Control
Center
753-3914
753-7588
Hinman's Carrier a onticirs)
Rentals Quality Service
753-1621

,

CUSTO1v4 KITCHEN
CABINETS & CUSTOM
WOODWORKING.

€

N
'ilidul
N "'"'
' '

"fide NW
prow sod cooteets
OR.
-•• - - .. -

802 N. 18th Street
Murray.

.

Company

•

Hear Pump
Srmec•ial,srs

Modern Sheet Metal
& Service Departments.

753-5703

Stop by for a GREAT SELECT ION at LOW
LOW PRICES.

753-6952

753-9290
____

MAGIC HAT

•CUSTON BUILT FURNITURE

"Chimney Sweeping"COSTON MIT $1101111
CMOS
in the fine old
753-5940
tradition"
I/12 N,111\
Business 759-4878

I INIF.,2s. :Monday . January 21. 104)
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Deaths & Funera s
Mrs. Richardson
Dies At Center

Miss Inez Finney
Dies With funeral
Held Here Sunday
The funeral for Miss Inez
Finney _ of 405 North 17th
Street, Murray, was held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with T. C. Wilcox officiating.
Nephews
served
as
pallbearers and burial. was in
the Antioch Cemetery.
Miss Finney,84, died Friday
__At 11:05 pan. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
- Boni-luly 4, 1895, in Callowa;
County, she-was the daughter
of the late John David Finney
• and Betty Jones Finney. She
was a member of the Church
of Christ.
Survivors include five
brothers-Lue J. Finney and
Willianun H. Finney, Murray,
John R. Finney, Ponce Inlet,
Fla., Lee A. Finney, New
Concord, and Stark Finney,
Benton Route 3; sevveral
nieces and nephews.
•

Funeral Is Today
At Palestine For
Mrs. Frank Parrish

Word has been received of
the death of Mrs. Bobby
(Onalee) Richardson who died
Sunday at the Kansas City
University Medical Center. •
She was 52 years of age and
was a resident of Kansas City,
Kansas.
.
The body is being returned
by airplane to the -Max.
Churchill-Funeral Home,
Murray, but funeral and
burial arrangements, are
incomplete.

Mr. Taylor, Father
Of Local Man, Dies
Saturday Morning
William Calvin Taylor,
father of William Curtis
Taylor of Murray, died
Saturday at I a.m. at the
Jennie-Stuart Hospital,
Hopkinsville. He was 74 years
of age and a resident of Cadiz
Route 3.
Mr. Taylor,a retired farmer
and sawmill If:pricer; was the
son of the late Will Taylor and
SimonsIda
Taylor.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Dezzie Taylor; one
daughter, Mrs. Mary Dell
Thomas, Hopkinsville; two
sons, James Howard Taylor,
Bumpas Mills, Tenn., and
William Curtis Taylor,
Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Grace Dunn, Pembroke; nine
grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.
The funeral is -being held
today at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz, with the Rev.

Rites Held Sunday
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Lyons
Final rites for Mrs: Onie
Champion Lyons of •Fox
Meadows Trailer Court,
Murray, were held Sunday at 2
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Henry Hargis and James E.
Cooper officiating.
• • The 'song service, was by
singers froth the West Murray
Church of Christ where she
Was a member. Pallbearers
were Bill and Boyd Champion,
and W. A., L. W.,Jimmy,and
Ora Lee Lyons, all nephews.
Burial was in the Murray
Memorial-Gardens.
Mrs. 1.yons, 82, died Friday
at 7:30 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County. Hospital.
Born July 22, 1897, in Stewart
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Dave Champion. Her
husband, Ira Lyons,died Sept.
12, 1965.
Survivors inClUde two
daughters, Mrs. Isaac (Ruth)
Ford, Paducah, and Mrs.
Francis (Lethal „Watrous,
Owensboro; two sons, Hillman
Lyons, Richmond, Va.,. and
David Lyons, Murray; one
brother, Oscar Champion,
Murray; five grandchildren;
two great grandchildren.

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) -Despite a five-day hearing
that led to the suspension of
Elvis Presley's actor for
over-prescribing drugs, the
debate over the cause of the
singer's death remains
unresolved.
The Tennessee --Board of
Medical Examiners on
Saturday barred 1%.. George
Nicholpoulos from practicing
medicine for three months and
placed him on three' year's
probation.
The 52-year-old internist
.
- was accused of prescribing
mere than 10,000 doses of
medication to Presley in the 18
months before the entertainer's death on Aug. 16,
1977.
Although Ape question of
whether drugs played a role in
Presley's death was not part
of the complaint ' against

Hog-Market

iopoulos, it

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) President Carter says he
expects the U.S. Olympic
Committee will go along with
his call for a boycott of the
Moscow Summer Olympics if
Soviet troops remain in
Afghanistan after Feb.20.
carter has .no legal
authority to order a boycott.
and the U.S. committee will
meet next weekend in
Colorado to consider his
request. The committee will
try to poll some 10,000
prospective American
Olympic athletes before
making-a decision.

came

up
•
‘BC-TV contends that
Presley's death was caused by
interreaction
ween
prescription drugs. A pair of
fl% estigative reporters for the
network filed suit in Chancery
('ourt, last August seeking the
n lease Of the Presley autopsy
noort,.which has never been
made public. No date has been
set for a hearing on the suit.
. ABC also has alleged that
there has been an official
coverup concerning Presley's
WASHINGTON6 (API death and that Dr. Jerry T. Iowa
Republicans
and
Francisco, Shelby County Democrats meet tonight to
medics-I examiner, lied-when -declare -their 'upresidontial
he said Presley's death was- _preferences after primary
.not drugrelated. Francisco campaigns marked_by sharp
has denied the allegations.
swings in public opinion polls.
Testifying Friday as a
Most of the 10 ttepublicang
defense witness, Francisco and three Democrats in the
repeated his claim that 1980 ,presidentiaLmace camPresley's death was due' to paigned hard in Iowa.
heart disease.
However, President Carter
said the Iranian crisis
required him .to stay in
Washington and former
California Gov. Ronald
Reagan skipped a debate he
called
divisive.
materials, with-a-special rate
it additional members of the
WASHINGTON (API same family.
The classes are taught by Iowa's political .coffee hours
qualified members of the tonight are going to produce
auxiliary, and will cover such two winners - and about a
topics as trailering, boat half-dozen claims of victory in
handling, legal requirements, defeat.
The two Deinocrats and six
;uLe, of the road, aids to
navigation, sailing, weather,
and locks and dams, among
others. ,
Prices of stocks of local tnterest at
For further information, nooa, EST, today. furnished to the Murray
Ledger & Times by First of
7:53-2234, Neale B. Mason, BS
Michigan Corp.
ii ing last week's hearing.

Seamanship, Boating
Skills Class To Begin

The annual Boating Skills
and Seamanship course offered by the Murray Flotilla of
Funeral serxices for Mrs.
the. U.S. Coast Guard
Frank (Helen) Parrish of
Auxiliary will begin on
Dexter Route 1, Palestine
Tuesday, Jan. 22, from 7 to 9
Community, are being held
p.m. in Room 105 of the _Carr
today at 2 p.m. at the
Health Building an the
Palestine United Methodist
Murray State University
Church, where she' was a
Campus, and will meet weekly
member, with the Rev. Paul
thereafter:
Bogard and the Rev. Fil
This 13-lesson course isopen
-Mrs. Attie Mae CunBoston officiating. The
of to the public, and there is no
ningham, formerly
Warren Quartet is providing
Count , died age limit. Registration will be
Callowa
the music.
Burial will follow in the Fuller Saturday at the Wlu
Serving as pallbearers are Cemetery in Trigg County.
• Lake Convalescent Home at small fee of $6.00 is charged to
Randy Lee, Rafe Brooks,
Northfield, Mich. She was a cover cost of textbook and
Homer Burkeen, Mozelle
resident of 9544 Liss Road,
Phillips,'Gerald Duncan, and
Willis, Mich.
•
Thomas Lovett. Burial will
The deceased was 73 years
follow. in the Palestine
of age and wasthe wife of Ivan
Cemetery
with
the
Hoe Cunningham who died
arrangements by the BlalockWASHINGTON 1API- U.S. Nov. 12, 1945. She was also
Coleman Funeral Home. Chief Justice Warren E. preceded in death by one
Mrs. Parrish, 65, died Burger today paid tribute to daughter, Miss ,I.Lurline
Saturday at 12:20 a.m. at the the late Justice William 0. Cunningham, in 1946, and one
A goal of 200 pints has been
Murray-Calloway County Douglas, praising him for son, Floyd Cunningham, in set for the "blood drive" on
Hospital. She -had sung for: -involvement in countless 1972.
_
the Murray State University
. •,
many- years with the Palestine causes , relating to the insShe was a member of the campus by the Western
QuarteL Bom SepL
.L914. -pr-overnent 1 of _the___human _i_PleasaLit_•Nalley., Church' of Kentucky Regional , Blood
she was the - daughter of condition."
.
.
Christ in Calloway- County. Center, Tuesday and Weil Grover Puckett who died
In a brief tribute delivered Born Jan. 28, 1906, at Bran- nesday, Jan. 2243, accordi-,
March 13, 1976, and Carrie from the bench at the doh's Mills in this county, she to Kathy Humphrey,the dour
Richardson Puctiett.who died beginning of the day's regular was the daughter of the late services representative. -March 14,1973':
Students and people in the
session,
Burger
said, Johnny Garrison and Grace
Survivors include her "Comradeship and-friendship Roberts Garrison.
community are urged to eve
husband, Frank Parrish, to overshadowed the inescapable
Mrs. turmingham is sur- blood in the basement of the
whom she was married on differences that inevitably vived by two granddaughters, Student Center froth 9 a.m to
Oct. 28, 1934:: two sons, Joe had to come" in issues before Mrs. William (Bobbie) Glenn, 5 p.m. each day
Rudolph and Bob Parrish, the court.
Willis, Mich., and Mrs. Lloyd
The Regional Blood Center
both of Dexter Route 1; seven
Douglas, who retired in 1975, (Joyce) Johnson, Ypsilanti, will send eight staff members
grandchildren; four great died Saturday at the age of81. Mich.; two- sisters, Mrs. to" the campus, Who will be
• grandchildren.
He entered Walter Reed Army Jimmy (Opal) Taylor, assisted by Students from the
Mrs. Parrish was also Medical' Center on Christmas Mirray, and Mrs. Earl sponsoring Department of
preceded in death by ,o-Tie Eve
suffering
from (Eulala ) Partin, Belleville, Nur,ping.
brother, Glenn Puckett in pneumonia and subsequently Mich.; two brothers, Clifford
The need for a "blood drive.'
'
daughter, Carrie Beth kidney failure.
of Murray; four great gran- demand--for blood during
Rudolph in 1978.
,
Burger said he last visited dchildren; several nieces and January, creating a shortage,
according to Ms. Humphre.y. .
Douglas an hour before he nephews.
The funeral will be held
"Everyone seems to wait
entered the hospital. "There
-was rio_ lessening whatever to Tuesday at' 2 p.m. at the until after the holidays for
that firm, even fierce, chapel of the .I.-1=1.-Chiirchill eTettive surgery. --Ms.
Federal-State Market News Service
determination that he showed Funeral Home with Connie Humphrey explained, -which
January 21, 1980
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
in every contest in his life. He Wyatt offficiating.
means that there is generally
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
fought to the very end," the
Pallbearers will be Junior a much greater need for blood
Receipts: Act. 501 Est 500 Barrows &
Gilts .50 higher Sows steady to 11.00
Wayne at this time of the year."
chief justice said.
Garrison, Paul
higher advance on lets, over 500 lbs.
Garrison, Mike Cunningham;
-Anyone interested in
137.00-37.50
US 1.2 200-230 lbs
FEES
836.75-37.25
US 2200-240 lbs
Wayne
Garrison,
donating
blood
Cassel
should
Final
fee
payment
for all
135.75-36.75
US 2-3 240-250 lbs.
US 24 264280 lbs.
required late registration fees Garrison, and Glen Starks. remember to eat shortly
Sows
regularly -scheduled Burial will follow in the Elm before, Ms. Humphrey ad128.00-29.00 for
US 1-2 770450 lbs.
vised. She said that the entire
127.00-28.00 courses at
US 1-3300-450 lbs.
Murray State Grove Cemetery.
828.00-30.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
the
call
at
Friends
may
process .will take between 20
University
must
be
received
130.00.31.50
US 1-3 506-650 lbs.
funeral home with 6 p.m.
826.00-27.00 by the bursar on Friday, Jan.
US 2.3300-500 lbs.
Roars 14.00-18.50
tonight(Monday).
25.

Mrs. Cunningham Is
Dead At Age Of 73;
Funeral Is Tuesday

Warren Burger
Pays Tribute To
William 0. Douglas

The News iri

Debate Over Death Of
Elvis Presley Remains
Unsolved After Trial

Republicans competing ac- NATIONAL
tively in the flrst presidential
CHICAGO,(AP) - A drug
contests of 1980 all are commonly used to treat high
avoiding advance claims of blood pressure can help
victory, the better to magnify eliminate physical addiction
a win and play down a defeat. to heroin and other opiates in
It's best to claim that it will be two weeks, researchers at
a plus to-run with the pack and Yale UnWersity report, in a
finish in.the middle.
e breakthrough that one doctor
INTERNATIONAL
calls the most important
• BOGOTA,Colombia uAPt - development for addicts
At least 147 persons were "since the hypodermic
reported killed and more than needle."
500 injured when crowded
The
drug,
clonidine
wooden bleachers collapsed hydrochloride, stimulates the
during a bull-running in brain, causing it to-suppress
northern the agonizing symptoms of
in
Sincelejo,
'Colombia.
withdrawal, the physicians
The bleachers, an extension wrote in the Journal of the
upward of the grandstand at American . Tvredie-af
Colombia's largest bullring. Association.
were supported by long,beams
sunk into the ground. Officials
said recent heavy rains softened the ground, and the
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) beams gave way under the
Michael Cununinis pleaded
weight of the crowd.
guilty today to the fatal
Afghanistan's seven shooting of a state trooper last
rebellious Moslem ...factions February and was'sentenced
.are reported trying to unite for to life imprisonment.
a holy war against the Soviet
Assistant Commonwealth's
Attorney James Higgs had
occupation army.
Radio Tehran reported that asked fOr the death penalty
an offiCial of the Afghan---but---Franktin--Cireuit--- Judge
Islamic Organization -in the Squi.,. Williams declined to
Iranian capital told it impost-it.
discussions, were under way
"In good conscience, I
among the rebel groups to couldn't sentence him to
death," Williamms said.
form a single guerrilla front.

Man Pleads Guilty

Artaenw maim maw maw maim angtor
e qtrla

Stock Market

of Murray. are as

Henry Street, Murray.

Industrial Average
Air Products
Amen(an Motors
Ashland
American telephone •
Chrysler
Ford Motor
GAF
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
•
Goodrich
Goodyear
Hardees
Heublien
IBM
Jerico
K-mart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats •
Texaco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's

200 Pints Of Blood Set
As Goal For Murray
State University Drive
drti 30 minutes.

All blood donations at
\Iii,rraye,State University will
'e used -at some n( the major
hospitals in- the .Western
Xentiickyarear

'-5i2•

Approximately 29,000 miles, four door, two-tone
-blueoower steering, power brakes, power air, AMFM stereo. Power windows, power door laelt, tilt
wheel, cruise wheel, cruise control, rear window
defroster,50/50 seats with cloth interior,

39'1•4e.
SA.•
'
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52+
3316 •••
11 61+ t•
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73+14..

5314• Is
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ALL FALL AND WINTER ITEMS MUST GO
Group

Grog

Group

Sport Shirts

Sweaters

Dress Slacks

Now

reg. to 50.00

rc;ti "A 00

$110
00

$500

Now $

Now

0
"

BIG REDUCTIONS ON MANY OTHER ITEMS

Now

Group
Suits and

Sweaters,
Sport Shirts,

Group
Jeans & Cords

Sport Coats

Dress Slacks,

reg to 34.50

ro

Dress Shirts
1/,
iz PrIce

1°,5 NI

20 to 40

$10
00

itiurkingilatit /Rap, KO.
Dixieland Center

EXHIBITS On January 21 through'February 3 at Murray State
University in- the Clara EagleGapery, exhibits in textile
arts and sctklpture from
Southern Minds University,'
Carbondale, Ill., will be on
disPlay. The exhibits are free
and open to the public.

T2t•-'•
33tmc • •
;
4
29%•.
38%.+14
;
12`.1) 124u4

641 South

It's called outpatient-or same. day, surgery. And
it's one of the many programs Blue Cross and
Blue ShieTcf-of Kentucky supporTrotetp-keep health-care•
costs Clown.
You just schedule your shrgery have your operation, and
go home the same day.
-Cbmpared.to-imattertt strrgery. you spend less time away_
from your family and lob. And best of all, outpatient
surgery saves money by eliminating'the hospital stay-. 25%
to 75% of the expense can be saVed.
Outpatient surgery is not just for minor problems either.
Thanks-to-Unproved surgical techniques many operations
that once involved several days in a hospital can be
handled on this same-day bask. And you, receive the same •
professional-:-quality care as you would on an inpatient.
basiv
So, if you need surgery, check with your doctor to see if
your procedure Can be handled on an outpatient basis. It'll
save you time and help hold down health care-costs for all
of us.
With the many advances in medical technology ..today
would be a good time for yott,to.checit your health care '•
bitiefli to see if they will.helpinelt today's CUM. Write us for
information 9901 Linn Station Riad, Louisville, ICY 40223..
Be C.ross

Blue Shield
Delta Dental

01 Kentucky

All of us helping each of us.
••••• •••• •

•••.•

••••.• •••••••

•,••••• •••wrao.•

Keep That Great GM Feehng
With Genuine GM

Parts

753.2611

MO. MOIM/ "COW "NOW analmir millka MOM,

With surgery in between.

"•• •••.•

GM

Dwain Taylor Cheyrok:Inc.

2.31.b

Livestock Market

LOUISVILLE, Ky. IAPi
USDA , -Cattle 2500; slaughter steers and hei.ri
1.00-2.00 lower, cows 1.00 loser. b..1:'s
-1.00 lower; caltes and sealers
,
feeders weak to 1.00-tower
Slaughter steers choice 985-1206 it,
66.00-67.25; good and choice 1000-1701b
64.00-66.10; good 1000-1335 lb 57 80-64 06,
Slaughter heifers choice 900•1.0.., :b •
04.0045.00; good and che 725-.066
1
.S
'62.00-8,4.00-;
Slaughter cows cUtnmental 1.3 4-,
50.25; utility 440049.00: high dr.s.,,,„4
50.00-52.75; cutter 44.00-40.00. -• anner
and cutter under 800 lb 37.00-430)
Slaughter bulls 1295-1650 lb fin
,
1-2 1109-2070 lb 60.0045.00. 2-3 1100-;
1b55.00.60.00;
Slaughter calves and sealers
,
180-290 lb vealers 80.00-85.00; high chow'e
104.00; 30Q-410 lb calves 7090-77 50:
feeder steers 300-400 lb 81 00-90 00. 400.
SOO lb 79.00-84.25; 500600 lb 76.00-84
700-925 lb 66 2S-71.50;• bull calves 400-1)50
lb 69.00-74_50; 300-500 lb 70 0040 00, 51.16700 lb 69.00.77.00; holsteins 300-50)15
65.00-73.75; 500-700 lb 60.00417.00; heifers
..100-500 lb 6800-73.00; 400,585 lb -63 *66.50; 400-625 lb 59.00.417.00; stock 41,5s
850-1050 lb 49.00-59.75; 1-2 850-850 lb 47 on.
49.00;
flogs 1400; barrows and gilts 7S-1 00
lower; 1-2 206-230 lb 38.00-38.30; 200•245
37.50-38.00; 2-3 200-250 lb 36.50-37 50. MO
lb 34.80; sows 1.00 lower; 1-2 350450 lb
29.50-30,50; 450-500 lb 30.50-31.50; 500-600
lb 31.50-32.50; boars over 300 It, Is(4
18.25;
'
Sheep 25; steady; slaghter Ia mbs
choice and prime 100-102 lb 6674i,
slaughter ewes utility 15.00, feeders
choice and fancy 70 lb native huntei
55.00.

$4800.00

castram. moires ruffs orrtstoo.

.

NA
TIONS
JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

AwA-Jalti.

